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East vs. West? More like East and West
Yesha Y Sivan
Metaverse Labs and the Academic College of Tel Aviv-Yaffo, Israel
East vs. West? More like East and West. There is a lot the West and the East can learn from each
other. Virtual worlds are perhaps one of the best examples. China, Korea and Japan all present different
approaches to virtual life. Technical and social norms reshape each other. These unique Asian
perspectives about virtual worlds were the seed for this issue.
This issue is the work of many, but there is always a leader. I would like to thank the issue editor
Dr. Kenneth Y T Lim from the National Institute of Education, Singapore. Ken participated in the 1st
and 2nd issues of JVWR and now became the issue editor to lead this special issue focusing on Asian
Perspectives. Ken was abundantly helpful and offered nurturing support and knowledge. More thanks
are also due to Ken’s co-editors Dr. Young Hoan Cho (National Institute of Education, Singapore) and
Dr. Michael Vallance (Future University, Hakodate, Japan). Special thanks also to our authors for
sharing their perspectives, and our reviewers for carrying out their important job. Thank you all.
The Journal, at his 5th year is going forward, full steam ahead, with the following issues and
events:
1. Managerial and Commercial Applications. Editors: Shu Schiller, Wright State University,
USA, Brian Mennecke, Iowa State University, USA and Fiona Fui-Hoon Nah, Missouri
University of Science and Technology.
This special issue on “managerial and commercial applications” of virtual worlds aims to
highlight research that makes a significant and novel contribution in theory and practice about
virtual worlds in the business domain.
2. Law and Virtual Worlds. Editors: Melissa de Zwart, Adelaide Law School, Australia, Greg
Lastowka, Rutgers School of Law-Camden, USA, and Dan Hunter, New York Law School USA.
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This special issue on “law and virtual worlds” will focus on legal questions generated by the
creation, regulation and participation in virtual worlds.
3. Enterprises Welcome Virtual Worlds. Editors: Imed Boughzala, Telecom Business School,
Institut Mines-Telecom, France; Gert-Jan de Vreede, The Center for Collaboration Science,
University of Nebraska at Omaha, USA and Moez Limayem, Sam M. Walton College of
Business, University of Arkansas, USA.
This issue is aimed to discuss and research challenges and opportunities for enterprises in
connection with virtual worlds. We are looking for papers that provide new directions for
research by examining organizational, individual/group, design, and/or social perspectives of
virtual worlds in intra or inter organizational and business activities and environments.
4. Special Event and issue about Augmented Reality. Some of the submitted papers to our
special workshop AR at ICIS2012 may be invited for fast-tracking to this issue, which will focus
on theoretical research in the field that is now being further developed into applications.
Augmented Reality at ICIS 2012 - A special workshop organized by JVWR offers an up-to-date
look at Augmented Reality during the AIS annual conference ICIS2012, on December 16, 2012.
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Virtual Worlds Asian Perspectives:
a Landscape with Peaks and Valleys
Dr. Kenneth Y T Lim
National Institute of Education, Singapore

The twenty-first century has introduced new politico-economic conceptions such as the BRICs
thesis, increasing South-South trade and socio-cultural influence, economic uncertainty in the Old
World, and the purported rise of the Asia-Pacific. Together, these developments – and others like them –
have prompted pundits and academics to examine anew assumptions of how cultures evolve, how
societies self-regulate, and how people participate in the course of learning.
It is thus timely that the Journal of Virtual Worlds Research – now in its fifth volume – has seen fit
to devote a special issue on the theme of ‘Asian Perspectives’. In the Call for this issue, my co-editors
and I affirmed our interest in topics such as socio-cultural framings of virtual worlds, game-based
worlds and the communities that emerge within them, as well as special technologies that have emerged
in the region. Commentators such as Engeström (1999) have given us lenses through which to
investigate such interactions and growth.
When highlighting patterns of usage of virtual worlds, the mass media tends to draw
generalizations from anecdotal extremes of the neglect of families and acts of gang-related or selfinflicted violence; other generalizations are drawn about the outsourcing of the acquisition of in-game
resources. We argue that understandings of virtual worlds from Asian perspectives must be broader than
these naîve generalizations.
When we set out to craft this special issue, our motivation was to seek a nuanced landscape of
virtual worlds from Asian perspectives – a landscape which encompasses both peaks and valleys, as
opposed to one which emphasizes some at the expense of others.
The result of this endeavor is an issue which my co-authors and I – as well as the authors and
academics who have worked tirelessly in their submissions – are happy and proud to share with the
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wider research community, and with all interested in virtual environments and fictive worlds. In these
pages you will find perspectives from East Asia and Southeast Asia; the contrasts and comparisons are
at once diverse and revealing – from Herold’s perspectives on games and gamers from China, to the
work of Li and his team with similar community from Singapore, encompassing several other cultures,
sub-cultures and scales of resolution at points in-between, with Li Xiong study that examines the
demographic distribution of Chinese MMO players, through a fascinating study by Nishimura, Lim, &
Koyamada of The Abyss Observatory – a museum created in Second Life and currently supported by
JAMSTEC (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology); as well as Martin & Vallance
research of SL used as a medium for remotely located students to communicate in the collaboration and
the study of Wigert, de Vreede, Boughzala & Bououd on The Role of the Facilitator when collaboration
is conducted in a virtual environment.
It has been our privilege to conceptualize craft and develop this special issue of the Journal of
Virtual Worlds Research, themed on Asian Perspectives. We trust you will derive as much pleasure
from the papers and think-pieces within; may we continue to live in interesting times.
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Escaping the World:
A Chinese Perspective on Virtual Worlds
David Kurt Herold
Department of Applied Social Sciences
HK Polytechnic University

Abstract
Virtual worlds and 'the Internet' in general are highly popular in the People's Republic of China, yet the
approach of Chinese people to such spaces is worth exploring for the sharp divide assumed by Chinese
between online and the offline spaces.
The article employs Bakhtin's writing on the carnival to show how Chinese usage of both the Internet
and the online 3D world Second Life is shaped by the assumption that online spaces are not 'real'. They
are seen as carnivalesque spaces, in which it is permissible to rebel against 'normal' rules of behavior,
where users can escape their restricted, and often stressful and boring lives without having to think about
the consequences of their actions. Such an interpretation of online spaces contributes to a high
attractiveness of the Internet to young Chinese, but makes it difficult for them to take online events
seriously.
The article will conclude that the framing of anything online as separate, carnival spaces free from the
restraints of the 'real world' means that any utilization of virtual worlds for 'real' purposes, e.g.
marketing, education, etc. will have to carefully establish the connection between the offline and the
online for Chinese Internet users, while also emphasizing the 'reality' of virtual spaces.
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1. Escaping the World: A Chinese Perspective on Virtual Worlds
The Chinese Internet has grown tremendously since it was first connected to the World-wide Web
in 1994 to become the largest online 'space' with over 500 million Internet users by early 2012 according
to the Chinese Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) (2012: p. 4). However, different from
most of the non-Chinese Internet, the Chinese government owns and controls the access routes to the
Internet, and only allows private enterprises and individuals the rental of bandwidth from state-owned
entities (Herold, 2011).
This allows the state to exercise a far greater level of control over the Internet in China than
elsewhere, especially in combination with the few and closely monitored connections between the
Chinese and the non-Chinese Internet (see e.g. Fallows, 2008), which mean that "China is not on the
Internet, it's basically an intranet" (Sherman So as quoted in Fong, 2009). The vast majority of Chinese
Internet users do not access the Internet outside China (Roberts, 2011), as it is plagued – from their
perspective – with frequent time-outs, very slow speeds, and content in languages other than Chinese.
As a result of this relative isolation from the rest of the world, the Chinese Internet has developed
its own characteristics that set it apart from the non-Chinese Internet, e.g. Chinese websites tend to use
different color-schemes from non-Chinese sites, and contain larger amounts of text (Li, 2012). Chinese
netizens (InterNET + citIZENS) also differ from their non-Chinese counterparts. They are younger than
non-Chinese Internet users, with almost 60% under the age of 30, and over 80% under the age of 40
(CNNIC, 2012: p. 19) – compared to the US where the average age for frequent Internet users is 42, and
for infrequent users 56 (European Travel Commission, 2012). In China's southern Guangdong province,
"80 percent of the 1,000 primary and high school students polled started surfing the Internet before they
turned 10" (China Daily, 2010).
In addition to these age-related differences Chu argues "Chinese Internet users, whatever their
background, are strongly influenced by their cultural context", as "the 'relational self' and mianzi (face),
which are core elements of Chinese culture, are reinforced via ICTs." (2008: p. 34) In other words,
Chinese Internet users like to connect to other netizens and place a great value on their online identity or
presentation, which is, however, separate, different, and not easily connected to their offline identity as
Farrall pointed out (Farrall, 2008; Farrall, & Herold, 2011).
This paper looks at some of the consequences of these cultural differences for the attitude of
Chinese Internet users towards virtual spaces. To this end, the next section will introduce the concept of
the carnival as discussed by Mikhail Bakhtin, which will be followed by examples from the Chinese
Internet, and from the author's interactions with students in and about the virtual world Second Life that
demonstrate the carnivalesque nature of virtual spaces as they are understood by Chinese Internet users.
The paper will conclude that Chinese netizens have conceptualized virtual spaces as not real, as well as
separate from, but connected to offline space, and will outline some of the implications of this frame of
reference for the use of virtual spaces with Chinese Internet users.

2. The Online Carnival
Mikhail Bakhtin, the Russian philosopher and literary theorist, became very popular following the
translation of his works into English in the 1980s. Academics from a wide variety of disciplines have
applied his ideas to their research areas, e.g. anthropologists (Weiss, 1990), educationalists (Ball, &
Freedman, 2004), linguists (Hall, Vitanova, & Marchenkova, 2005), philosophers (Beasley-Murray,
2007), or psychologists (Akhutina, 2003).
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For this article, his description of the wild and even grotesque carnival of Europe before the 19th
century will be used to discuss how and why the behavior of offline Chinese youth changes when they
become online netizens. The carnival and its relationship to 'normal' life offer an elegant metaphor for
the behavior of Chinese Internet users, and its embedding in the Chinese socio-political context.
A carnival is a time, a space, an event in which normal societal rules are set aside by general
consensus and official fiat (Bakhtin, 1984b: 10). It is a loud, riotous space in which ordinary people
engage in 'extra-' ordinary activities with the purpose of entertaining themselves. The carnival can
impact 'normal' life, as it is not 'too' separate from it, which explains the ambivalence of authorities
towards it (Bakhtin, 1984a: 127-130).
It could be said (with certain reservations, of course) that a person of the Middle Ages lived, as it were,
two lives: one was the official life, monolithically serious and gloomy, subjugated to a strict hierarchical
order, full of terror, dogmatism, reverence, and piety; the other was the life of the carnival square, free
and unrestricted, full of ambivalent laughter. (Bakhtin, 1984a: 129)

The "life of the carnival square" is the antithesis to the boring and ordinary lives people live
outside the carnival, thus offering them an escape, albeit temporarily, from their drudgery (Bakhtin,
1984b: 8f). The carnival 'space' and 'time' are set apart from 'normal' life, and none who enter them
escape its influence, as "by its very idea carnival belongs to the whole people, it is universal, everyone
must participate in its familiar contact" (Bakhtin, 1984a: 128). The carnival offers entertainment,
freedom from rules, universal good will, etc. in contrast to the oppressive reality of people's lives.
Chinese cyberspace appears to play a similar role in the lives of Chinese people, who engage in
relatively anonymous, wild, and fun activities whenever they are online, which are thought to be
disconnected from their offline lives and identities but nevertheless have an impact on Chinese society
offline.
Carnival is a pageant without footlights and without a division into performers and spectators. In carnival
everyone is an active participant, everyone communes in the carnival act. Carnival is not contemplated
and, strictly speaking, not even performed; its participants live in it, they live by its laws as long as those
laws are in effect; that is, they live a carnivalistic life. (Bakhtin, 1984a: 122)

The Chinese Internet is less about performances, and more about performing in the online spaces.
Individual Chinese Internet users have fun online, they often engage in questionable activities, they
laugh at themselves and other users of Chinese cyberspace, and they do appear to become different
people when they are online. On average, they spend almost 19 hours per week online (CNNIC, 2012: p.
18) indicating that online China is less about the consumption of ready-made contents, and more about
'living' online.
Not only the relationship between 'the establishment' and 'ordinary people' is changed in the
atmosphere of the online carnival, but also personal relationships, as interpersonal distances are erased
and new – online – relationships are formed, changed, etc. that only exist online, and are not
accompanied by an offline 'reality'. In Chinese cyberspace, the rich and powerful do interact with
anonymous youngsters, and groups of anonymous Internet users have managed to hold offline Chinese
from school children to politicians accountable but most of the interactions online take place between
anonymous, unimportant, and ordinary people.
All distance between people is suspended, and a special carnival category goes into effect: free and
familiar contact among people. […] People who in life are separated by impenetrable hierarchical barriers
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enter into free familiar contact on the carnival square. […] Carnival is the place for working out, in a
concretely sensuous, half-real and half-play-acted form, a new mode of interrelationship between
individuals, counterposed to the all-powerful socio-hierarchical relationships of noncarnival life.
(Bakhtin, 1984a: 123)

The notion of the carnival thus appears an elegant theorization of online China, and of how
Chinese Internet users imagine the online spaces they access as the examples discussed next will show.
Chinese cyberspace is a fun place, a 'game' or carnival in which 'normal' rules don't apply, while the
existence of the online carnival does not invalidate the rules of 'normal' space. The carnival can
influence offline life, but no overlap is supposed to exist – in online China, or in Chinese understandings
of a virtual world like Second Life.

3. Playing Games on the Chinese Internet
3.1

Some Background

The young Internet users of China go online to enjoy themselves, as "[t]here's nowhere else to go"
and "say they are excited about the Web […] because it gives them a wide variety of social and
entertainment options" (Barboza, 2010). While the cost of tickets for the cinema, entrance fees for
discos and night clubs, etc. have exploded in China, the Internet still offers cheap entertainment. The top
uses of the Internet for young people in China include listening to music, watching movies, playing
games, and interacting with other Internet users while doing so. (CNNIC, 2012: 29)
As Fong discovered "for the vast majority of Chinese, Internet means play, not work" (Fong,
2009). Most Chinese Internet users regard cyberspace as "fun" or a "game" (Barboza, 2007), and the
logical assumption following from this conviction for many of them is that whatever is done online will
not impinge on offline life, i.e. online actions do not have consequences for them in the offline, 'real'
world.
[F]or Chinese youth the virtual world provides a venue for expressing autonomy that is not available to
them in the real world. In the virtual world, Chinese youth can do as they choose without concern about
the impact of their behavior on others. (Jackson, et al., 2008: 285)

Although most Chinese Internet users access the Internet from home or on their mobile phones,
almost 30% still use Internet cafes extensively (CNNIC, 2012: p. 18) – there are even many young
people who overnight at their favorite Internet cafe (Fauna, 2009a). Many of these Internet cafes provide
anonymous access to the Internet despite government regulations to the contrary – either because they
are illegal, 'black' Internet cafes, or because they want to avoid registering their clientele and thus their
earnings (Chang and Chu, 2009; Ding, 2009; Hong and Huang, 2005: p. 378-380; Liang and Lu, 2010:
p. 113; Liu, 2009). In these cafes, clients are permitted to go online, play online or offline games, watch
movies, chat with their friends, etc. – all for very little money, making Internet cafes one of the cheapest
forms of entertainment in China, while at the same time giving young Chinese the feeling of being able
to access the Internet anonymously.
There is evidence to suggest that Chinese netizens like to be anonymous online, and that the
Chinese Internet largely accommodates their wishes despite repeated campaigns by the authorities to
introduce 'real-name registration' systems. In surveys, Chinese Internet users called the "disclosure of
personal privacy the most disgusting online experience" (Kong, 2007: p. 159 – see also the discussion in
Wang, 2002: pp. 559-563 and Yao-Huai, 2005). As a result, relatively anonymous Bulletin Board
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Services (BBS) or online forums are still more popular in China than the identity-based social
networking sites on the non-Chinese Internet, e.g. Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.
On the online auction site Taobao – China's equivalent of EBay – this preference for anonymity
online clashes with the desire to establish the trust necessary for a financial interaction with interesting
results (see table 1).
Buying an item on EBay
1. Finding the cheapest item
2. Checking the reputation of the dealer
3. Purchasing the item online
4. Paying for the item online
5. Waiting for the delivery of the item

6. Rating the seller online

Buying an item on Taobao
1. Finding the cheapest item
2. Contacting the seller to discuss the item,
delivery choices, potential discounts, etc.
3. Purchasing the item online
4. Paying the agreed amount
into an escrow account
5. Waiting for the delivery of the item
6. Deciding whether to keep
or to return the item.
7. Either: Releasing the money,
Or: Returning the item
8. Rating the seller online

Table 1: Differences in buying behavior on EBay and Taobao
EBay and its online auction site is built on trust, and on a sense of continuity between online and
offline. Often the buyer and the seller have no direct communication, and the purchasing decision is
taken based on the information provided in the virtual space of the EBay site. Buying anything on
Taobao, though, requires a 'real' connection between the buyer and the seller beyond their virtual
contact, and the transaction is more easily comparable to an offline purchase in China than to EBay. The
buyer will contact the seller and talk about their transaction either via voice mail, or via the telephone, or
at the very least via the built-in chat client. During their conversation, a bargaining process takes place
that includes all the details of the transaction. Finally, the buyer only makes a binding decision on the
purchase after having inspected the merchandise in real life, with the money held in escrow as surety for
both parties. This suggests that Chinese Internet users are willing to look at virtual offers in the online
carnival, but prefer to spend real money in the real world.
Between a preference for anonymity in accessing the Internet, and the much larger numbers of
Internet users in China, individuals accessing the Internet are far less easily traceable than in other
countries. While it is possible for the authorities to identify individuals via the IP address connected to
specific online activities, this usually requires an offline visit to the site of the computer with that IP
address, and the identification of a specific user of a specific machine at a specific time. Unless the
authorities have an urgent reason for it, the identification process is not worth the effort. Individual users
are allowed to disappear in the sea of Chinese Internet users, who in turn are also only dangerous,
important, politically-relevant, etc. in large groups. The Chinese Internet user is thus merely an attendee
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at the online carnival, having fun, and being allowed to behave or misbehave with the tacit approval of
the authorities who only interfere, if the noise of the carnival gets too loud (Herold, & Marolt, 2011).
3.2

Playing Games

In conversations with Chinese students, computers and the Internet often come up as recreational
tools. Chinese students tend to talk about "wan diannao", "to play with the computer" rather than about
"using a computer", and think of the Internet as a separate place that has little or no connection with the
world offline. The Internet is a place to meet and chat with friends and to have fun, but – according to
their statements – not a cause for worries or dangers, as virtual spaces cannot possibly affect the 'real'
world.
Young Chinese regard the Internet as a game, an extension of 'games' they play offline. It is a
place for them in which to brag of their deeds to other Internet users, or to find support for their goals.
They do not seem to perceive that they are exposing themselves to danger, nor that their online actions
might harm others. Their online 'games' are taking place in a 'virtual' setting, not in 'reality', which
means they in turn are only 'virtual' and not 'real'.
In a fascinating discussion of 'online marriages', Wu and Wang point out that many young Chinese
play at having relationships or even getting married online, but that such relationships stay online 'in the
game', and do not affect their offline lives. Young Chinese see these in-game weddings, marriages,
divorces, etc. as safe practising grounds for their 'real' lives, but not more. The online relationships are
taken very serious within the online games – to the point that game developers in China now add
'marriage' functions and services to every new online game – but the relationships do not impinge on
individual user's offline lives (Wu, & Wang, 2011; see also Wu, Fore, Wang, & Ho, 2007), which are
further distanced from their 'online games' by the relative anonymity of the Chinese Internet.
The online carnival of the Chinese Internet provides an environment for wild play, and users are
encouraged to pursue online activities by their often dreary offline lives, and the restrictions people face
in today's China. While most young Chinese appear happy to merely 'blow off steam' when online, some
have made use of the carnival space to become performers, revelling in the freedom cyberspace provides
for them – and benefitting financially from their performances.
3.3

Carnival Performers

Some Chinese Internet users discard their anonymity and become famous online by catering to the
needs and desires of their young and anonymous fans. A few of these turn their online performative
notoriety into financial gains, thus reinforcing the interpretation of Chinese cyberspace as a non-serious
carnival space in which the wild or the grotesque becomes famous.
China's most famous Internet user is a 30-year old race car driver, novelist, high-school dropout
and blogger called Han Han, whose fame derives from his criticism of established values and practices.
Rather than discussing the general political situation, or calling for political reforms, Han Han usually
posts about his own life and specific problems he has encountered, or criticises specific people on his
blog by talking about university education, 'politeness' in Chinese society, etc. He uses fairly simple
language, never gets too serious, has little respect for 'established' people, and has become the idolised
spokesperson and role model for Chinese born after 1980, as well as one of China's most influential
people – according to e.g. Time Magazine (Elegant, 2010). His refusal (so far) to take part in offline
protests, while at the same time continuing to criticise government officials online, underlines the divide
that many young Chinese see between their online and offline identities.
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Even less serious, but almost as famous are two young men who perform under the name
'Backdorm Boys' (= Houshe nanhair). They became famous with ever more elaborate performances
while still at university by uploading several lip-synching videos to video-sharing sites inside and
outside China. Their online fame led to live concerts, a record contract, and a large fan-base, despite
their inability to sing (See Dormitory Boys, 2008; 2009a: 2009b; 2010). Their rise has demonstrated the
'fun' nature of the Internet for many, but also the idea that online 'fun' can be translated into offline
success – if the online fun is 'wild' enough to be noticed offline. It is also interesting to note that their
offline fame has led to their departure from online China – they left the carnival to pursue their careers in
the real world, though the virtual spaces of the Internet had made them famous.
Many more of such performers could be listed here, but for the purposes of this article it will
suffice to point out that the attraction of these 'famous Internet users' lies in the breaking of accepted
rules of behavior online, either to engage in exaggerated and silly performance, or to criticize the offline
authorities. This online flaunting of the rules does not result in negative consequences for the individuals
involved. Instead, they are able to turn their notoriety into money, thus becoming 'performers' on an
online stage, while their actions become 'mere' acting in virtual spaces.
The freedom of such performers to act online stands in stark contrast to others, who break societal
norms offline, but whose actions are reported online. In such cases, where the 'bad' behavior occurs in
'normal' space, instead of in the carnival spaces of online China, the netizens populating the carnival use
their online freedom to track down the rule breakers, who are then punished in 'normal space'. Carnival
is carnival, and normal is normal.
3.4

Collisions Between Carnival and Life

In May 2008, after an earthquake devastated Wenchuan County in Sichuan province in the West
of China, a young female student from Liaoning province in the Northeast of China decided to express
her frustrations and anger with life by recording and uploading a five minute video to several videosharing websites (Zhouhaichuan0, 2008). In the video she complained about the long period of official
mourning after the earthquake (Tan, 2008b; and Tang, 2008b) and made highly rude remarks about both
the victims and the survivors of the earthquake blaming them for interrupting the TV schedule and
causing her favourite online games to be suspended during the period of mourning. Her statements were
very insensitive about an offline event that had shocked all of China, thus it angered netizens across
Chinese Cyberspace, with blogs and Internet forums deploring her behavior. An online manhunt
(Chinese: "Ren Rou Sou Suo" = "Human Flesh Search Engine", RRSS) was launched and thousands of
netizens analysed the video clip to find clues to her identity, which they soon succeeded in ascertaining.
Numerous netizens then forwarded her details to the police, and the police detained her pending further
investigation.
Yang Zhiyan, the chief instigator of the backlash against […] Gao Qianhui, was also quick to dismiss any
notion of wrong doing. 'She just had to be stopped,' the 27-year-old said simply. 'In the face of a
catastrophe, we Chinese have to be of one heart. Gao Qianhui publicly defamed the State Council’s
announcement of a national mourning period through the fastest and most effective avenue possible [the
internet] and she should be dealt with according to the laws on public order.' He added, proudly: 'It was
the great netizens who alerted the police and gave them her details to arrest her'. (Fletcher, 2008)

The unthinking comments made by the young Chinese woman were not simply ignored as a
harmless outburst, but instead taken as a serious insult to the people who had died and an upsetting of
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public order. They led to a criminal record, and praise for the Chinese Internet users who had
participated in the online manhunt.
In a similar manner, a prank by a few high-school students went wrong when they amused
themselves during the earthquake. Their school had been evacuated because of the earthquake, and
thinking it was only a drill, they decided to do 'silly' earthquake interviews of each other. In the resulting
video (TaipingDiguo, 2008), the students can be seen making fun of the earthquake, expressing their
hope that their school might collapse, wishing for an earthquake every day, so they wouldn't have to go
to school, etc. When they decided to upload the funny video of their offline prank to the Internet, this
caused a storm of anger online. Netizens quickly identified the school, and the individual students in the
video, and proceeded to publish the students' contact information online, including their email, chat, and
offline addresses, their phone numbers, etc., which led to a massive harassment campaign against the
students (Tan, 2008a). A few days later, the students produced another video, offering a "teary-eyed
apology" to the victims, their parents, the school, the netizens, and the country. "When something
disturbs social morality, the Chinese Internet mob will police those who step out of line" (Tang, 2008a).
Again, the 'perpetrators' of an offline breach of 'good manners', i.e. the norms and values of Chinese
society, uploaded proof of their crime into the carnival space of cyberspace, which caused netizens to
use their online freedom to produce the information they needed to punish them.
Offline misbehavior is judged by offline standards of behavior, even if proof of the behavior is
only available online. Throwing stones into the carnival is an offence, but throwing stones out of the
carnival is only to be expected, as a group of bored student at a vocational Art school in Beijing found
out in May 2007. The students organised their own entertainment during a geography lesson, and used a
mobile phone to video their actions, which included verbal and physical abuse of their teacher. Once of
the students later decided to upload the video to her personal blog, where it attracted a large crowd who
proceeded to post the video to both Chinese (Tudou.com) and international (YouTube) video-sharing
sites (Soong, 2007; Zhang, 2007). Netizens identified both the school and all the students involved
within days and began a harassment campaign against the students, the teacher, and the school which led
to the televised apology of the students to their teacher, and reports on Beijing TV, as well as on the
national CCTV2 and CCTV News channels and a response from the central government asking netizens
to control themselves and to calm down while the government appointed a commission to investigate the
matter (CCTV 2, 2007; CCTV News, 2007).
Other cases of students recording their offline actions on video and uploading them to the Internet
were far more problematic, and caused a lot of harm to all involved. The most infamous of these is a
video that was uploaded in 2008 and showed the raping of "Kaiping Girl".
[A] young girl had made some unkind remark to the girls, who found her in an internet bar,
dragged her outside, took her clothes off, beat her up, then brought her to a hotel and called up 4
boys. While the boys were raping the victim, the girls held her down. They then proceeded to
beat her again, forcing the victim to beat herself. (Bertrand, 2008)
The entire crime was filmed and shared with Chinese netizens who alerted the authorities, which
led to the arrest of the four boys and several of the girls. The story is certainly horrendous, but in the
context of this article, it provides a strong example of the reckless behavior of young Chinese who
believe they can do anything online, but ignored that their 'real' misdeeds had occurred offline. The
online carnival merely served as the hunting ground used by netizens to track them down, so they could
be punished by the offline authorities.
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Astonishingly, the Kaiping Girl video found many copy-cats, and since 2008 there have been
several cases of uploaded videos showing girls being beaten up and humiliated. In all of these cases the
guilty parties were eventually identified by Chinese netizens and harassed or brought to the attention of
the authorities, but that did not stop other young Chinese from filming and uploading their own
punishment videos. To list but a few examples, in November 2008, several secondary school students
forced a young girl to undress and administered a severe beating to her (Fauna, 2008); in October 2009,
a girl beat up a classmate whom she accused of having stolen her boyfriend, with a whole crowd of
people cheering her on (Fauna, 2009b); in December 2009, a group of secondary students beat and
kicked a girl with several people watching (Fauna, 2010a).
In all of these cases, the uploading of the videos was done by people involved in the incidents and
seen as part of the punishment for the victims, i.e. a public humiliation of the victims, while the
possibility of negative consequences for the perpetrators was seemingly not even considered. None of
these young people took the broadcasting of the videos online serious, or expected to get into trouble
because of the online display of their performance. They were merely releasing these videos into the
'virtuality' of Chinese cyberspace, not showing them to 'real' people in the 'real' world. Interestingly, the
display of the videos – and most of them are still accessible online – has rarely been criticized by
netizens, who nevertheless participated in large numbers to track down and punish the perpetrators of
the offline crimes depicted in the videos.
Online and offline are conceptually separate, but connected in the thinking of Chinese Internet
users. The strict rules of behavior that have to be followed in daily life do not apply in the carnival
spaces of the Chinese Internet, and the freedom of online life is not transferable to offline situations. The
online posting of proof for offline crimes does not excuse those crimes, it merely allows netizens to use
their carnival freedom to track down the perpetrators to punish them offline, and not online by e.g.
launching a Denial-of-Service style attack on their online presence. Carnival and normal space are
separate, and they are to stay separate, both on the Chinese Internet, as well as in Chinese encounters
with the 3D virtual online world Second Life.

4. Playing in Second Life
The author has taught courses and workshops in the virtual world Second Life since 2008, and
observed many students "playing" Second Life to experiment with new identities, new forms of
relationships, new activities, because they regarded the virtual environment as a safe, and largely
irrelevant space, in which to go against their parents' wishes or rules, e.g. by having their avatar wear
very revealing clothes, or by choosing a dark-skinned avatar (for details, see Herold, 2009; 2010, 2012).
These little 'rebellions' excited many of the students, as they allowed students to continue to feel safe in
the knowledge that they had not 'really' rebelled, while providing them with the satisfaction of having
'virtually' rebelled.
Students have found it hard to accept that Second Life could be used as a valuable environment for
teaching, and in their discussions of Second Life they have emphasised that they saw Second Life
merely as "a game" that offered an escape from "reality". Normal rules of behavior do not apply in this
virtual space, and students did not feel constrained to 'behave' themselves as the following quotes from
students show:
In my opinion, using Second Life is a means for people to escape from real life or to prevent themselves
from taking up any responsibilities like in real life.
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I feel this game seems that can be a good entertainment for people to spend their leisure time but I don't
think the time the first people spending on this game is suitable. I think she [a person the student met in
Second Life] should not spend much time on entertainment because I think she needs to concentrate on
her work.
People using Second Life generally have an ideal self or a wish. The wish is probably about being rich,
being beautiful or having a relationship with somebody. In Second Life, they can create all these as they
wish without sacrificing anything in real. More than that, they like using Second Life because they can do
something that they do not dare to do in real life.
In the game, people are not liable of what they have done. It is because that is not a real world. So that
people may do or talk something they fear in the real world. In the game, it is a good opportunity to let
them show their real face of themselves. For example, I always tell lies in the game, because it is just a
fake character in the game, not a true me. I do not need to take any responsibilities of what I did.

According to the students, the virtual spaces were fun, but not 'real', thus anybody entering them
could do whatever they pleased without having to think about the consequences of their behavior,
without being "liable of what they have done". In Second Life, people and their avatars are not supposed
to have any responsibilities towards others they meet in the virtual space, an attitude that caused the
author a few problems as he had to try and ensure that the students did not offend any of the other
Second Life residents. On one memorable occasion, several students visited an art gallery and started
chatting with the owner's avatar, but according to their chat log they were relatively rude and left
abruptly as soon as they had gathered what they considered to be enough information for a task they had
been given. The author later visited the gallery to apologize to the owner, but was asked to ensure that
no students visited the gallery again. The students had simply ignored that the avatar they had met
represented a 'real', retired French woman, and had instead merely interacted with a game character.
Obviously, they did not need to be polite in such an 'unreal' situation.
Similar to the way the Internet in general is perceived, Second Life is seen as a place in which to
have fun, and to let off steam. A virtual, and separate space that allows all who enter it to forget their
real life with all its problems, and to interact with their friends in a stress-free environment, as the
following student quotes indicate:
People that hate real life is a major kind of people in SL. I think SL is a good place for people to express
their stress or sadness. In real life, people always suffer a huge amount of pressure. Hence, SL is a good
place for them.
People use Second Life because most of their friends use that. If they use SL, they can have the same
topic of conversation. People do not want to be isolated by their friends, so they use SL under the peer
pressure. Also I think that people who are introvert, self-abased and tired of morals standard may use SL.
In SL, you can create yourself and act as a person who is totally different form your real life. People do
not need to follow the rules of real life, they can do anything they like without getting trouble.
People there are social people. However, I cannot guarantee that in the real world they act as same as in
the game [= Second Life]. In my opinion, I think people will tend to be more active in the game because it
is unreal. Because it is unreal, people could do something that they cannot do in the real world, for
example, adult party.
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I realize that some people use Second Life because they need to maintain their own image in the real life
and they are care about how people think of them. They can only do anything crazily in the Second Life
and do something that they won’t do in reality. Therefore, I think that Second Life is a good place to
make dreams come true and I also enjoy doing whatever things I like in this virtual world. Second Life
makes the users feel happier as it fulfils our wants.

Second Life was seen by students as 'not real', and not connected to the 'real world', hence people
were free to enjoy themselves without having to "care about how people think of them". Students
expressed shock when they were shown a documentary about Second Life that portrayed the stories of
several couples who had met and begun courting in the Virtual World before adding an offline
component to their relationships. Such 'crossovers' between online and offline experiences are not
supposed to happen, as the online, carnival 'world' is thought to be virtual, i.e. unreal, and separate from
'normal' space. As several students argued:
Real life is where you are and second life is virtual. You cannot mix them.
Second Life is more special from the other online games as it pretends as a real life. The users can do
anything that can also been done in the reality such as shopping and chatting with others. Although they
know that the Second Life is a virtual life, they still find it interesting to hang around in the Second Life.
In my opinion, the people in Second life are the people who felt stress out and being pessimistic in real
life. They want to portray another character that they always hope to be in their own mind. It is because
Second life is totally different from the real world.
Second Life can only be a reference as it is not really reflected the real life in the society. In fact, Second
Life cannot show the real society because this is only a game which created by some human beings but
not all the citizens in the world. Although it imitates the real world, it is impossible to show the fact and
the culture as there are many untruths inside.

This attitude of the students towards Second Life had the consequence that in their opinion, the
game Second Life could not possibly teach them anything of value in the 'real world. They had to be
convinced of the educational value of Second Life during each tutorial session with direct references to
the content of lectures or readings. Each educational activity in the 'virtual' world had to be carefully
embedded into the offline 'reality' of the course, and each 'virtual' task had to be explained and defended
by reference to the 'real' benefits it would bring students, as they did not perceive the carnival space of
Second Life as having a 'serious' impact on the normal space of the 'real' university.

5. Conclusion
Chinese attitudes towards virtual spaces, including the Internet as well as virtual worlds like
Second Life, are characterised by an unwillingness to accept the 'reality' of virtual spaces, events,
actions, etc. Online spaces are regarded as 'virtual', i.e. 'unreal' spaces, in which Internet users can 'play
games' without having to fear the consequences of their actions.
This attitude towards online spaces persists among young Chinese, despite their exposure to and
varied use of the Internet, and is not even changed by having to engage with residents of Second Life.
Even university students who have been exposed to examples demonstrating the 'reality' of online
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worlds or sites for those who use them refused to accept that this was relevant to their own experiences
with the Internet.
Online virtual worlds, games, blogs, forums, etc. continue to be seen as spaces that offer young
Chinese the possibility to escape their own 'real' lives and the pressures they are facing every day.
Online they can play games, watch movies, get married or divorced, take part in 'virtual' manhunts,
engage in the harassment or bullying of 'evil' people, and be entertained by it all, before returning to
their 'real' lives.
This cultural predisposition against anything 'online' being 'real' has a profound impact on the use
of virtual worlds, or even Internet sources with young Chinese. Unless such use is carefully embedded in
an overtly blended environment for well-explained reasons, with clearly defined aims, the effort will
largely be wasted, as most of the young Chinese will not take the online 'game' serious.
With a careful embedding, Chinese users can benefit from virtual worlds, or the Internet in
general, in the same way other users can or better, but their culturally influenced attitude towards all
things 'virtual' requires additional planning and greater clarity. A teacher or manager responsible for
delivering information, knowledge, etc. to young Chinese will have to overcome their bias against
virtual spaces and demonstrate for each new setting that such spaces can be 'real' and 'useful', and will
have to provide them with additional support to continually remind them of the reality of the virtual.
The carnival of Chinese imagination has to be brought down into normal space for young Chinese
to begin to take it more seriously. Whether such an undertaking would really benefit them if it were to
entirely change their culturally based view of virtual spaces, requires further study, though, as this would
deprive them of one of the last 'free' spaces to which they have access. As Sidorkin put it:
I maintain that no society can afford to live in total, utopian freedom permanently, and no form of
democracy can free us from domination. As long as this is true, there is a need for carnival. (p. 235)
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Abstract
Knowledge of who plays and how is necessary for a meaningful understanding of behaviors in the
virtual world (e.g. Williams et al., 2009). Despite increasing use of Massively Multiplayer Online games
(MMOs) in China, systematic investigation of the demographic characteristics, play patterns and social
experience of Chinese players is limited. Based on a web survey of players of a popular Chinese MMO
(N = 18,819), this study examines the demographic distribution of Chinese MMO players and its
relationship to their play patterns and social experience. The results suggest that compared to male
players, Chinese female players engage in more text chat, are more likely to play with both offline and
new friends, and perceive a higher salience of social capital. Older players engage in less chat and are
less motivated by social interaction and story narratives. But they are more likely to play with their
romantic partners and have a higher trust of other people in the game and in the same guild. Implications
of the findings are discussed with a focus on the potential socio-cultural influence on virtual behaviors.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been a steady increase in the use of Massively Multiplayer Online games
(MMOs) in East Asia. Particularly in China, MMO has attracted an enormous amount of users, which
was estimated to be 180 million in 2011 (Niko Partners, 2012). The rising popularity of MMO use in
China has contributed to a burgeoning market of virtual worlds with an estimated valuation of $11
billion (Pearl Research, 2012). Despite the size of the Chinese MMO market and the volume of Chinese
MMO users, however, there is little knowledge about who the Chinese players are, how they play the
games, and what they think about their experience. Empirical investigation of Chinese players so far has
been restricted to ethnographic accounts and survey studies with small samples of players (e.g. C.-I.
Hou, 2008; Nardi, 2010; Teng, 2008). Extant research on Chinese MMO players has also been confined
to gold farming activities, group play at Internet cafes or game addictions (e.g. Gilmore, 2010; Jiang,
2008; M. Liu & Peng, 2008).
The limited reports on Chinese MMO players so far have therefore revealed an incomplete picture.
For example, there have been reports on Chinese MMO players who work as over-exploited gold
farmers – organized groups of players engaging in tedious in-game labor with the sole purpose of
trading virtual currencies, items and equipment on unauthorized virtual markets (Nardi, 2010). Vivid
stories portray the mishaps of some Chinese players who have to go through torturous rehabilitation
programs (Stewart, 2010). Recent studies have revealed the patterns of motivation, preference and social
experience of Chinese MMO players. For example, Nardi provides a vivid account of how World of
Warcraft has become an important medium for aesthetic expression, social interaction and for some,
entrepreneurism (Nardi, 2010). Nevertheless, academic research about MMOs in China has been
constrained by the lack of comprehensive data about basic demographic, social and psychological
characteristics of Chinese MMO players.
It is necessary to build “baseline” knowledge of MMO players in China. Such knowledge is not
only useful for constructing a more complete story of Chinese MMO use. It also serves as the basis for
the investigation of the social and cultural context for the use of MMOs in one of the world’s biggest
market for virtual worlds. There are two reasons that demographic profiling of Chinese MMO players is
relevant and important. First, it helps researchers extend the mapping principle for virtual world research
and examine the extent to which the social dynamics of gender roles, age and groups in different cultural
contexts are carried over in the virtual world (Williams, 2010). This effort illuminates possible ways to
study how online games serve as a social playground in which both universal appeals for fun,
socialization and competition and distinct cultural attributes in specific societies manifest themselves.
As a result, the so-called cultural differences can be defined and refined in a virtual environment
(Hofstede & McCrae, 2004). Second, the context of China as a study site is significant, not only because
it is a sizable market in terms of economy and user base, but also because online games, along with
other Internet-based media, are playing an increasingly intricate role in the social and cultural
transformation in China (Hjorth, 2010). It is worthwhile to examine how new media technologies
facilitate or constrain self expression, relationship management and community participation in a society
that is more often associated with censorship and conformity (Guo & Feng, 2012). And online games
can provide a useful context for this endeavor.
With a large web survey for one of the most popular MMOs in China, Chevaliers’ Romance III
(CR3), this study provides a preliminary report on the demographic distribution, play patterns and social
experience of Chinese MMO players. With cooperation from a major Chinese online game company,
this study is one of the first efforts at uncovering the “ground truth” of the gender, age, and social
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patterns of Chinese MMO players. The results pave the way for a better understanding of the social use
and impact of MMOs and virtual worlds in China.

2.

Demographics

Video games have been hailed as a leveled social play ground (Williams, 2006). Games like World
of Warcraft have been shown to attract sustained interests from people of all ages, cultural backgrounds
and socioeconomic statuses (Steinkuehler & Williams, 2006). Recent census-style research based on
large-scale web surveys in North America reveals interesting facts that defy common stereotypes about
game players. For example, players of a popular MMO Everquest II were found to be older, financially
better off and physically healthier than the general population in the US (Williams, Yee, & Caplan,
2008). Contrary to research that found the broad population of virtual worlds users to be under the age
of 20 according to estimates (Spence, 2008), the online survey revealed that Everquest II players were
on average 31.2 years old. Players in their thirties constituted 36.7% of the Everquest II user base,
compared to only 12.4% of the players in the age range of 18 and 22 (Williams, et al., 2008). Such
findings are significant, because they provide the necessary “ground truth” for a more balanced and
comprehensive understanding of the social impact of a prevalent technology like MMO.
Yet because of the limited access to user bases operated by different game companies, it is often
difficult to replicate such efforts. Despite its wide use, popular perception of MMO players in China has
therefore been skewed by anecdotal reports about addiction, gold farming and aggression (cf Heeks,
2009; C. Liu, Liao, & Smith, 2012; M. Liu & Peng, 2008). Gold farming received particularly strong
attention from both academia and the general public. Gold farming refers to the collection and sales of
virtual currencies, items, equipment and other resources that are often unauthorized by the game
operators (Heeks, 2009). Such activities often involve organized intensive in-game labor by players in
underdeveloped countries like China and Mexico. As a result, the reports on gold farming often focus on
the unusual, sometimes unethical, working conditions of the so-called “gold farmers” in dramatic
contrast to the more relaxed, playful context of MMO play in the US (Vincent, 2011). Such reports have
resulted in a generally skewed portrait of Chinese players as predominantly young males spending days
and nights playing in Internet cafes (Dibbell, 2007). Despite recent research efforts (e.g. Nardi, 2010), a
comprehensive profile of who the Chinese MMO players are, how do they play and why they play is
needed.
There is value in knowing the demographic distribution of Chinese MMO player population, as
evidence regularly suggests a strong influence of demographic attributes such as age and gender on
players’ in-game behavior, experience and motivations (Eden, Maloney, & Bowman, 2010; Quandt,
Grueninger, & Wimmer, 2009; Williams, Consalvo, Caplan, & Yee, 2009). Players’ virtual behaviors
are also directly related to where they play (physical locations) and how they play (with friends) (Chee,
2006; Jiang, 2008). Precisely because of the focus on social interaction and collaborative play in MMOs,
the discussion of social experience in MMOs must be grounded in a detailed understanding of players’
gender, age stages, geographic location and physical settings. Demographic profiling of Chinese MMO
players also makes it possible to compare the findings from US-based research with other regions, so
that the universal trends and distinct regional characteristics can be identified. For example, MMO
players were found to be on average 31.2 years old and 81% likely to be males in the U.S (Williams, et
al, 2008). It is reasonable to assume that MMOs may have become an age-inclusive yet gender-biased
entertainment technology (Steinkuehler & Williams, 2006). Yet it is useful to consider this potential for
MMOs in a country where the overall age distribution and gender ratio are different from the US
(United Nations Statistics Division, 2009). If achievement was found to be the strongest motivation for
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American MMO players (Williams, et al, 2008), it is worthwhile to examine if similar motivations drive
the use of MMOs in China. The demographic, social and motivational patterns of MMO use provide the
basis for understanding the use and social impact of MMOs and virtual worlds in general in China.
Three broad research questions are therefore first proposed:
RQ1: What are the age, gender, educational and socioeconomic distributions of Chinese MMO
players?
RQ2: What is the geographic pattern of play for Chinese MMO players?
RQ3: What are the motivations in game for Chinese MMO players?
2.1

Gender

One of the most interesting findings from recent studies about MMOs is the effect of gender (e.g.
Eden, et al., 2010; Eklund, 2011; Williams, et al., 2009). Male and female players have a drastically
different pattern of play, which can be reflected in the time they spent playing and the self-reported
motivations (Williams, et al., 2009). As a result, male and female gamers may reap different kinds of
practical and psychological benefits. For example, female gamers may strategically choose their avatar
appearance and are happier in general than male gamers (Eklund, 2011; Williams, et al., 2009). Male
players tend to focus on competition and achievement, and most often are more successful in terms of
avatar development (Eden, et al., 2010; Williams, et al., 2009). Research about the gender effect in the
virtual world has provided interesting insights for rethinking gender role theory in the virtual world.
From a cross-cultural perspective, it is interesting to examine if such gendered play patterns persist
in a society such as China. In China, gender stereotype has been vividly manifested in many corners of
society (Louie, 2002). Particularly in media and communication studies, scholars have found that
Chinese women tend to be heavy consumers of specific genres of media content such as romance
(Louie, 2002), but have much less exposure to new technologies such as instant messaging and email in
the early stage of the Internet in late 1990s (Singh, 2001). Recent studies, however, reveal that there is a
potential transformation in women’s participation in online activities particularly related to social
networking (Zhang & Lu, 2011). There is some evidence that Chinese women are gradually increasing
their use of online games, but for very different reasons and motivations (J. Hou, 2011). For example,
they tend to place a strong focus on the social and fun aspects of games, especially on popular social
networks (Oreglia, 2009/2010). It is reasonable to assume that as MMO use is stably increasing, Chinese
women players will also demonstrate such preference for social networking with old and new friends. A
research question is thus formulated:
RQ4: What is the gender difference in Chinese MMO players’ play pattern, social experience and
community perceptions?
2.2

Age

Evidence has emerged that people of different ages use video games in different ways. Particularly
in online games, research reveals that players of MMOs tend to be older than generally believed, aged
31.1 years on average (Williams, et al., 2008). This phenomenon suggests that if age distribution is more
spread out than previously thought, age may have a more subtle effect on in-game behavior and
experiences. Indeed, studies on older gamers have revealed that they tend to have a very strong
preference for social interaction, yet do not feel strongly connected with other players (Quandt, et al.,
2009). Other research also noted that players in different age groups also adopt very different attitudes
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towards communication, achievement and openness in the virtual environment (Griffiths, Davies, &
Chappell, 2004).
As generational differences can take on different social and cultural meanings, this age pattern of
game use may vary across different societies. For example, research has revealed that the expectation for
appropriate behaviors on school children differ greatly across China and the US (Jessor, et al., 2003). As
there are different social norms associated with workplaces and homes, people are also expected to
engage in less leisure activities as they grow older and assume roles as office workers and breadwinners
in China. There are also some significant generational differences in China regarding the use of
communication technologies (Pan & Jordan-Marsh, 2010). This is because older people tend to have
more stable social circle and are more willing to strengthen and deepen their current social circles rather
than exploring new ties. This results in a much different motivation for older Chinese people to use
mobile phones, social networking sites and video games (Chua & Choib, 2010). There is also the need
for identifying the potential effect of age on Chinese MMO players’ behavior and experience in the
game.
RQ5: What is the influence of age on Chinese MMO players’ play patterns, social experience and
community perceptions?

3.

Method

3.1

Procedures

Working under a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) with a Chinese game company, a large
research team developed an online survey to gather the demographic information, play patterns and
social experiences related to the game Chevaliers’ Romance III (CR3) (http://jx3.xoyo.com/index). CR3
is a fantasy-based online game that combines the game mechanics of traditional MMOs with a theme of
swordsmen and Shaolin monks set in Tang Dynasty. Branded as an MMO Action Role Playing Game
(MMOARPG), CR3 centers its storylines on the rivalries and battles among seven large factions that
originate in the fictional Chinese Kung-fu literature. Player-versus-player battles are enabled by default,
so that individual or group-based peer fighting sessions are a dominant part of the game play experience.
While lacking a mature guild system as American-developed games such as World of Warcraft, CR3
employs a comprehensive friendship and mentoring system. For example, players can add others as
friends and gradually develop mutual affinity with gifting, questing and other play activities. The
mentoring system allows players to build explicit mentor-apprentice relationships that become essential
for both parties to advance their levels, rankings and wealth in the game. Launched in November 2009,
the game is claimed to have around half a million active users as of summer 2011.
The survey was announced by the game company on its official website on October 27, 2011, and
the announcement remained active until December 3, 2011. In the announcement, the survey was
declared to be a joint research project between the game company and researchers from several US
universities. A virtual weapon was offered by the game company as the incentive for participation in the
survey. Participants were directed to the survey website with a URL link embedded in the
announcement. After agreeing to the consent information, the participants completed the online survey
in their web browsers, and were thanked and debriefed at the end of the survey.
3.2

Subjects

The subjects in this study were the players of CR3 who had completed the online survey between
October 27 and December 3, 2011. A total of 22,004 responses were collected. Among these responses,
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1,225 were incomplete, and 1,960 were determined to be spam by the survey system, both of which
were thrown out. As a result, there were 18,819 complete, unique and valid responses in total.
3.3

Material

Players’ demographic information, socioeconomic status and physical settings for playing the
game were measured with standard Likert-style items. Players’ game motivation was measured with a
10-item, five-point scale that was currently being validated by Dmitri Williams at University of
Southern California (Williams, Khan, Ratan, Hou, & Meng). This scale measured three factors of play
motivations: socialization, competition and story-driven. Players’ tendency to play with different social
ties, from family members to friends and strangers was assessed with questions like “How often do you
play CR3 with …?” on a five-point scale with one being “Never” and five standing for “Frequently”.
Players’ preference for in-game chat, forum participation, and guild bank contributions was also
assessed with similar questions and choices. Players’ attachment to CR3 as a community of gamers was
measured with a six-item, five-point scale developed by Prentice, Miller and Lightdale (1994)
(Cronbach’s α= 0.79). Social capital was measured with the 20-item, five-point Internet Social Capital
Scale (ISCS) developed by Williams (2006) (Bonding social capital, Cronbach’s α = 0.85; Bridging
social capital, α = 0.87).

4.

Results

4.1

RQ1: Who Plays?

The results revealed a slightly different profile of regular MMO players in China. The players
were predominantly young, with an average age of 23.9 years (SD = 4.27). Higher than what was found
about Everquest II players in the US, CR3 players in the collage age range of 18 and 22 and in the young
adult range of 23 and 29 constituted 40.4% an 49.6% of the sample (See Table 1 for a breakdown of the
age groups of CR3 players). Yet contrary to the popular perception that students make up most of the
MMO player population, only 31.2% of the respondents were students. Instead, 64% of the respondents
claimed to have a day job, and they reported to have worked a median of 40 hours the week before they
took the survey.
Table 1: Age range of CR3 players
Age range

Percentage

12 – 17
18 – 22
23 – 29
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 – 65

1.3
40.4
49.6
7.7
0.8
0.2

Cumulative
Percentage
1.3
41.7
91.4
99.0
99.8
100.0

The respondents were mostly well educated, with 66.2% holding a Bachelor’s college degree or
higher and only 0.5% claiming to be illiterate or self-educated (See Table 2 for a breakdown of the
educational status of CR3 players). In terms of the CR3 players’ social relational status, 59.3% of the
respondents were single, compared to only 38% of them claiming to be dating, in a relationship or
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married. For the respondents who claimed to be in a relationship, they reported a higher-than-average
degree of satisfaction with their relationship quality (M = 3.79, SD = 0.74).
Table 2: Education levels of CR3 players
Educational level

Percentage

None / Illiterate
Self-educated
Elementary school
Middle (Junior high)
High school
Associate college*
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree and above
Others

0.1
0.4
0.2
3.0
12.7
16.6
63.4
3.4
0.3

Cumulative
Percentage
0.1
0.5
0.7
3.7
16.3
32.9
96.3
99.7
100.0

*Note. Associate college includes vocational schools, technical training institutes and 2-year colleges.

Compared to the reports on North American players (Williams, et al., 2008), the proportion of
female players was higher among the CR3 users (25.5%). Consistent with the ethnic distribution of
China, the majority of players were of the Han ethnicity (92%), and seven other major minority
ethnicities were all presented in the respondents. In regard to political affiliation, most respondents
claimed to be a member of the Chinese Communist Youth League, a mandatory political organization
for Chinese individuals between the age of 14 and 28. Only 10.4% of the respondents claimed to be a
member of the Communist Party of China, the sole reigning party of China.
With regard to the socioeconomic status of the CR3 players, 52.3% of the respondents lived in a
municipality or prefecture-level city with a population of at least half a million. 43% of the respondents
lived in a home that they either owned or rented, compared to 22.9% living in a dorm room and 20.9%
living in their parents or family members’ houses. The average household income for the respondents
fell within the category of between 60,000 and 64,999 Chinese Yuan. This income level showed that
CR3 players tended to be financially in the middle class category, considering that the average national
wages were 37,147 Chinese Yuan according to 2010 census statistics (National Bureau of Statistics of
China, 2011).
4.2

RQ2: How They Play?

80.3% of the respondents were playing CR3 at home on a private computer and only 12.5%
playing at an Internet café. It also appeared that the CR3 players did not play alone. 86% of the
respondents reported that they played the game with friends. For these players, they convinced their
friends to play (32.2%) or simply started playing the game together (32.2%). For such play sessions with
friends, 73.9% of the respondents played at their own homes or rooms and only 23.9% of them played
with friends physically together.
According to the survey responses, CR3 players were very active in communication in the game.
On a five-point scale, respondents reported that they often used in-game text chat (M = 4.27, SD = 0.99)
and voice chat (M = 4.08,SD = 1.04). Yet in comparison, they were less likely to engage in face-to-face
chat during play (M = 2.70, SD = 1.25). The preference for social interaction in CR3 was also reflected
in the frequency of playing with different kinds of ties. Also on a five-point scale where one stands for
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“Never” and five means “Frequently”, respondents reported they often played with new friends that they
knew in the game (M = 4.03, SD = 0.98) and sometimes with completely strangers (M = 3.63, SD
=1.30). But they very rarely played with their romantic partners (M = 2.31, SD = 1.45), immediate
relatives (M = 1.88, SD =1.20) or remote relatives (M = 1.91, SD = 1.20). Table 3 provides an overview
of the statistics reported above.
Table 3: Summary of the descriptive results
Measure
Age
Satisfaction with the quality of romantic
relationship1
Average household income2
Frequency of in-game text chat3
Frequency of voice chat3
Frequency of face-to-face chat3
Frequency of playing with friends that were met in
the game3
Frequency of playing with strangers3
Frequency of playing with romantic partners3
Frequency of playing with immediate relatives3
Frequency of playing with remote relatives3
Motivation for socialization in the game4
Motivation for story immergence 4
Motivation for competition4

Mean
23.9
3.79

Standard deviation
4.27
0.74

Chinese RMB 62,500
4.27
4.08
2.70
4.03

42,450
0.99
1.04
1.25
0.98

3.63
2.31
1.88
1.91
3.85
4.15
2.83

1.30
1.45
1.20
1.20
0.62
0.75
0.93

1

Measured with a five-point rating scale, with 1 being “Very bad” and 5 being “Very good”.
Measured with an increment of 5,000 RMB, with the minimum being “5,000 RMB or less” and the maximum being “99,999 RMB or
more”.
3
Measured with a five-point rating scale, with 1 being “Never” and 5 being “Frequently”.
4
Measured with five-point rating scales, with 1 being “Strongly disagree” and 5 being “Strongly agree”.
2

4.3

RQ3: Why They Play?

Using the game playing motivation scale, the motivations of CR3 players were explored.
Respondents’ motivations for competition, social interaction and story-driven gameplay were evaluated
with 10 scale items. Confirmatory factor analysis extracted three components with initial eigenvalues
higher than 1. After performing a varimax rotation procedure, the factor loadings achieved satisfactory
inter-item correlations for all the items across the three components. Table 4 provides the factor loadings
for these three subscales.
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Table 4: Cross loadings for the game motivation scales
Item \ Component
Socialization1: It's important to me to play with a tightly knit group
Socialization2: I prefer games with a strong overall community
Socialization3: I like to chat with my friends while playing a video game.
Socialization4: I like to use voice communication when I play.
Competition1: Winning is a big reason for me to play video games.
Competition2: I play to win.
Competition3: It is important to me to be the fastest and most skilled person
playing the game.
Stories1: I like stories in a game.
Stories2: I like the feeling of being part of a story.
Stories3: Games should have compelling characters.

1
.133
.200
.228
.084
-.023
-.062
.082

2
.305
.069
-.056
.125
.899
.907
.731

3
.618
.734
.782
.765
.078
.009
.233

.868
.882
.811

-.024
.034
-.001

.190
.157
.205

Note. All items were measured with five-point rating scales, with 1 being “Strongly disagree” and 5 being “Strongly agree”.

The resulting subscales also achieved satisfactory reliability scores. Cronbach’s α was 0.74, 0.82
and 0.85 respectively for the sub scales of social interaction, competition and story-driven. On a fivepoint scale, the respondent reported social interaction and story-driven gameplay to be two strong
motivations for playing the game (M = 3.85, SD = 0.62; M = 4.15, SD = 0.75). In comparison,
competition was not considered to be a strong motivation (M = 2.83, SD = 0.93).
4.4

RQ4: Gender difference

Given that about 25% of the CR3 player population was comprised of female players, it is
interesting to explore if and how men and women play the game in different ways and have different
social experience. Independent-samples t-test was conducted to explore this issue.
Overall, female players tended to be younger (D =0.42, p < .01), better educated (D =0.37, p <
.01) and financially better off (D = 8,260, p < .01) than male players. And they played the game in a
slightly more cautious and reserved way, particularly regarding their communication style. Female
players tended to use in-game text chat more often than male players (D = 0.17, p < .05), but were less
active than male players in face-to-face conversations during play (D = 0.43, p < .01). Compared to
male players, female players were more likely to play with both existing friends (D = 0.30, p < .01) and
new friends that they first met in the game (D =0.29, p < .01). They were less likely to share their
experience over the chat channels (D =0.22, p < .01) or join discussions on the game forums (D =0.45,
p < .01), although they more often contribute items or money to their guilds (D = 0.07, p < .01). When
asked how they would like to make new friends in the game, female respondents were also more likely
to find new friends who were of the same gender (D = 0.06, p < .01), who they knew offline (D = 0.20,
p < 0.01), or who have helped before in the game (D = 0.06, p < .01).
Although female players were more selective and cautious in making new friends and interacting
with others in the game, they did consider social interaction (D = 0.05, p < .01) and story-driven
gameplay (D = 0.22, p < .01) as the main motivation for playing the game than male players. In
contrast, female players’ motivation for being competitive in the game was lower than male players (D
= 0.39, p < .01).
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Their focus on social interaction and making new friends in a selective way may have helped them
reap some social benefits from the game. For example, female players reported a stronger sense of both
bonding (D = 0.22, p < .01) and bridging social capital (D = 0.12, p < .01) than male players. Female
players had a slightly stronger sense of attachment to the CR3 community (D = 0.03, p < .05), felt a
stronger connection to other players in the game (D = 0.05, p < .01), and perceived CR3 to be an overall
more open and diverse social environment (D = 0.16, p < .01). Table 5 provides an overview of the
results reported above.
Table 5: Results from the t-test (Gender)
Measure

Male

Female
23.59

Difference
(Male-Female)
0.42**

Standard
deviation
0.078

Age1

24.01

Frequency of in-game text chat2

4.23

4.40

-.17*

0.017

Frequency of voice chat2

4.08

4.10

-0.02**

0.018

Frequency of face-to-face chat2

2.82

2.39

0.43**

0.021

Frequency of playing with existing
offline friends2

3.23

3.53

-0.30**

0.022

Frequency of playing with new friends
met in the game2

3.96

4.24

-0.29**

0.016

Frequency of sharing experience and
tips on in-game channels2

3.23

3.01

0.22**

0.018

Frequency of participation in game
forums2

2.54

2.09

0.45**

0.019

Frequency of contributing items to
guild banks2

3.28

3.35

-0.07**

0.018

Likelihood of making friends with
those of the same gender3

3.16

3.21

-0.05**

0.014

Likelihood of making friends with
those who were known offline3

3.85

4.05

-0.20**

0.015

Likelihood of making friends with
those who have helped me3

3.83

3.89

-0.06**

0.013

Motivation for social interaction3

3.83

3.88

-0.05**

0.012

Motivation for competition3

2.93

2.53

0.40**

0.015

Motivation for stories3

4.09

4.31

-0.22**

0.012

Bonding social capital3

3.71

3.93

-0.22**

0.010
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Male

Female
3.92

Difference
(Male-Female)
-0.12**

Standard
deviation
0.011

Bridging social capital3

3.80

Attachment to the CR3 community3

3.53

3.56

-0.03*

0.013

Interpersonal bonds with other CR3
players3

3.25

3.30

-0.05**

0.013

11

* p < .05; ** p < .01
1

Measured with the self-reported birth year and birth month, and calculated by counting the years towards the time of the survey.
Measured with five-point rating scales, with 1 being “Never” and 5 being “Frequently”.
3
Measured with five-point rating scales, with 1 being “Strongly disagree” and 5 being “Strongly agree”.
2

4.5

RQ5: Age Effect

A categorical variable was created to divide respondents into two groups: the younger player
group whose age was lower than the sample media age (23.08), and the older player group whose age
was higher than the median age. The t-test was conducted to compare the play patterns and social
experiences between the two age groups.
The results suggested that compared to younger players, older players are less likely to engage in
in-game text chat (D = 0.11, p < .01), voice chat (D = 0.08, p < .01) or face-to-face conversations (D =
0.24, p < .01) with other players. Although older players were less likely to play with offline friends (D
= 0.13, p < .01) or new friends they knew in the game (D = 0.11, p < .01), they were much more likely
to play with their romantic partners (D = 0.25, p < .01). Compared to younger players, older players
were less likely to make new friends in the game even when they met someone who was of the same age
(D = 0.05, p < .01), who was from the same hometown (D = 0.08, p < .01), or who has helped them
before (D = 0.04, p < .01). For the older players, neither the motivation for social interaction (D = 0.08,
p < .01) nor the desire to explore stories (D = 0.08, p < .01) in the game was as strong as the younger
players.
Overall, although older players of CR3 tended to be more trusting of the people they met in the
game (D = 0.08, p < .01) or in their guilds (D = 0.10, p < .01), they seemed to get fewer social benefits
than the younger players. For example, older players reported a lower perception of bridging social
capital (D = 0.06, p < .01), which stands for the relational outcomes for mingling with a broader set of
social ties. They often reported a weaker attachment to the CR3 player community (D = 0.10, p < .01)
and felt less bonded with other players in the game (D = 0.13, p < .01). Table 6 summarizes the results
from the t-test described above.
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Table 6: Results from the t-test (Age)
Measure

Younger Older
(below
(above
23.08)
23.08)

Difference Standard
(Younger- deviation
Older)

Frequency of in-game text chat1

4.34

4.23

0.11**

0.017

Frequency of voice chat1

4.12

4.04

0.08**

0.018

Frequency of face-to-face chat1

2.82

2.58

0.24**

.021

Frequency of playing with existing
offline friends1
Frequency of playing with new friends
met in the game1
Frequency of playing with romantic
partners1

3.38

3.25

0.13**

0.022

4.10

3.99

0.11**

0.016

2.17

2.42

-0.25**

0.025

Likelihood of making friends with
those of the same age2

3.57

3.51

0.05**

0.015

Likelihood of making friends with
those who were from the same
hometown2
Likelihood of making friends with
those who have helped me2
Trust of people in the game3

3.36

3.28

0.08**

0.015

3.87

3.83

0.04**

0.013

2.32

2.40

-0.08**

0.011

Trust of people in the same guild3

2.19

2.29

-0.10**

0.012

Motivation for social interaction2

3.88

3.80

0.08**

0.012

Motivation for stories2

4.20

4.12

0.08**

0.013

Bridging social capital2

3.85

3.79

0.06**

0.011

Attachment to the CR3 community2

3.59

3.49

0.10**

0.013

Interpersonal bonds with other CR3
players2

3.33

3.20

0.13**

0.013

* p < .05; ** p < .01
1

Measured with five-point rating scales, with 1 being “Never” and 5 being “Frequently”.
Measured with five-point rating scales, with 1 being “Strongly disagree” and 5 being “Strongly agree”.
3
Measured with a four-point rating scale, with 1 being “Strongly no” and 4 being “Strongly yes”.

2
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With a large-scale web survey, this study presented a preliminary report on the demographic
distribution, play patterns and social experience of the players of a popular Chinese MMO. Overall, our
preliminary results reveal some facts that on one hand demystify Chinese players from previous
stereotypes about gold farming, addiction or cheating, and on the other hand reveal some interesting
effects of gender and age in the social context of China.
Our results show that Chinese MMO players are simply “normal” players who seek an enjoyable
adventure experience in the virtual world, and value the social encounters with old and new friends.
They are well educated, young, and financially well off. They normally have a job, and tend to play the
game with the comfort of their homes. They are often not lonely addicts to the virtual world. On the
contrary, they often play together with old friends that they know before and outside the game world,
and can still make new friends in the game. They value both storylines and social interaction that are
afforded by virtual games. And they can have a strong sense of community, connectedness and identity
within the game.
The study also reveals two interesting trends for the Chinese-operated virtual world. On one hand,
there are more female players than what would have been predicted based on reports from North
America (Williams, et al., 2008). This suggests that there may be some architectural and cultural
elements in Chinese MMOs that make them a more inviting and meaningful playfield for women. On
the other hand, there is a declining motivation for social interaction and story exploration among older
players of Chinese MMOs. This segment of players also reported a weaker interest in in-game
communication, new friendships and community participation.
5.2

Uncovering the Myths of Chinese MMO Players

Our results show that demographically speaking, Chinese MMO players are neither marginalized
nor marginal segment of Chinese population. All major ethnicities are represented in the survey sample.
Respondents come from metropolitan areas, cities, towns and countryside. Based on the IP addresses of
the survey responses, CR3 players are geographically dispersed across all provinces and municipal areas
in Mainland China. No evidence suggests that there are any particular financial, socioeconomic,
educational or gender-related characteristics that would make gold farming, cheating or addictive play
particularly reasonable choices for most Chinese players.
The results should not be surprising, however, given the increasing adoption and domestication of
MMOs as a technology, a medium and a platform for both enjoyment and social interaction. When
MMOs like World of Warcraft first entered the Chinese market, lack of private broadband connection
made Internet cafés the only viable option for playing the game. Gold farming became a motivation for
some entrepreneurial players as they discovered the easiness for interacting and trading with foreign
players. The novelty of a new fantasy world based on Western lore and myths also made MMOs an
attractive and even addictive virtual environment for exploring exotic cultures and identities. The fastgrowing Chinese MMO industry for the past few years has produced numerous titles that draw their
storylines and aesthetics from the unique histories, literature and folklore of China (Jiang, 2010). These
homegrown MMO titles also afford communication and gameplay features that suit the habits and
preferences of Chinese players (Cao & Downing, 2008). With the rising affordability and availability of
broadband connection as well as increasing adoption of social networking technologies, MMOs have
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become more widely accepted and used by more users in more regions in China. As a result, MMOs
become a relatively widespread entertainment and communication choice for more people (Niko
Partners, 2012). In this circumstance, cheating and addiction may no longer characterize how most
players make the use of MMOs as an everyday pastime.
5.3

The Social Draw for Female Players

The fact that about a quarter of CR3 players is women suggests an interesting trend in Chinese
MMOs. Considering the total user base, there are more female MMO players in China than North
America. This may be attributed to the particular design, narrative and aesthetics in CR3 that are more
appealing to women users. Yet it may also reflect and coincide a trend in which more women in China
are adopting technologies like video games and social networking sites (Eklund, 2011; Oreglia,
2009/2010). For some games and social networks, women may have even become the dominant users (J.
Hou, 2011).
Female CR3 players seem to enjoy the game as an open, rewarding social environment that is rich
in social capital, even though their communication and interaction may be more restrained and reserved.
The ability to play with both old friends offline and the opportunity to meet new friends in the game
seem to be strong appeals for women players in China, in addition to the chance of exploring a great
story line. This phenomenon may suggest a stronger capacity for women to adapt their communication
style and behavior to an otherwise male-dominated virtual world (Eklund, 2011). For example, they are
more likely to donate items to their guild banks, while avoiding public chat over the in-game channels.
This may help female players gaining sufficient recognition and respect in the player community
without disclosing their gender and facing potential harassment or mistreatment. This strategic
combination of communication and in-game action may contribute to a positive cycle between more
active usage of online games and more social benefits for female gamers in China.
5.4

Older Players Enjoy Less

The findings also suggest that as CR3 players get older, they seem to be less active and feel less
attracted to the social environment of a virtual world. For example, older players report a lower usage
rate of in-game text or voice chat, and perceive a weaker sense of community attachment and
interpersonal bonds. Although they may become more trustful of people they meet in the game, their
gameplay is much less likely to be driven by the need for social interaction. The reason may simply be
time and resource constraints. Older player appear to be more likely to have a regular job, have higher
income and engage in a stable romantic relationship. All these life and relational commitments may
make sustained use of a fantasy world like CR3 difficult for players above the age of 23.
Compared to reports on North American players (Williams, et al., 2008), the majority of MMO
players tend to be young adults around the age of 23. Although the direction of causality is hard to
determine, it is reasonable to assume that the Chinese MMOs are designed and marketed in a way that
appeals to a younger demographic that may have less disposable income but more fringe free to spend
(MacInnes & Hu, 2007). This business model may result in the design of stories, battles and guild
systems that emphasizes instant and intense satisfaction. For example, quests can be designed around
romantic stories that are more suitable for younger players who are exploring romantic relationships.
And the players are encouraged to use brutal force than careful planning (Griffiths, et al., 2004). Without
further speculation, it is worthwhile to investigate the specific architectural design that may have
alienated older players in this particular game.
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Limitation

The study has two major limitations. The first limitation is in the methodology. Because all the
variables are taken from a cross-sectional survey, it is impossible to make causality claims. As a result,
there is no way to determine if the gender and age patterns of CR3 play are caused by dispositional and
personal preferences, or if the game is designed and operated to attract women and older players. The
use of self-report measures, furthermore, makes it difficult to assess the validity and accuracy in the
observed play patterns.
The second limitation is generalizability. Although the subject of the study, CR3, has a fairly large
user base, it is only one of about a dozen MMOs in China that millions of Chinese MMO players use on
a regular basis (Pearl Research, 2012). Due to design and operational differences, other popular MMO
titles may afford a different play and social environment. Players’ experience and perceptions may differ
from what is observed in this study. Therefore the age and gender influences on game play in CR3 might
not be generalized to describe the social landscape of Chinese MMOs.

7.

Future Research

It is necessary to combine the self-report, cross-sectional measures in this study with server-side
behavioral variables and conduct longitudinal research about virtual worlds in China. This integrative
approach will uncover the exact individual activities that are responsible for players’ communication
and socialization choices, and reveal the community processes that may have lowered older players’
declining social use of MMOs. One of the advantages for using objective behavioral variables is that
players’ activities can be observed in an unobtrusive and systemic way (Williams, Contractor, Poole,
Srivastava, & Cai, 2011). Such an approach will make it possible to generate more valid and reliable
insights for extending gender role theory and developmental psychology in the virtual world in the
social context of China.
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Abstract
The Abyss Observatory is a museum of Earth Systems Science, Marine Life and Undersea
Technology created in Second Life, currently supported by JAMSTEC as a test bed for remote
collaboration and 3D visualization to create new scientific value.
First, Second Life is a remarkable platform for remote, interdisciplinary and international
collaboration. Second, Second Life has also been useful not only for visualization of such content but
also for visualization of the relations between the different content. Such exhibits need to arrange related
content in a narrative - not only through linguistic communication (such as text and speech) - but also
through visual. For this purpose, we attempt to learn curating methods from Art museums. Third, the
Abyss attempts to create new scientific value by assimilation or synthesis of 3D models and data from
the real world. 3D models are incomplete but so is data from the real world. For example, deep-sea-life
samples quickly changed their shape and color at surface atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, photo
and video of such specimens in their natural habitat are also limited in terms of viewing angle and
resolution. We are working on 3D modelling of Bolinopsis infundibulum which can apply to taxonomic
descriptions based on tracking observation of researcher’s eyes, and are presently evaluating the
scientific value of such endeavors.
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1.

Introduction

The Abyss Observatory (The Abyss) is a museum of Earth Systems Science, Marine Life and
Undersea Technology, located in “Second Earth 3” of Second Life (SL). “Second Earth 3” was one of
NOAA’s SIMs but is currently maintained by JAMSTEC as a test bed of remote collaboration and 3D
visualization to create scientific value.
The activities which the Abyss engages in are mainly performed by a team of volunteers from
Japan and the USA, helped by many creators from these countries as well as from the UK, France,
Colombia, and supported by NOAA, JAMSTEC, SciLands, The Open University (UK), Science Circle
and Kira Japan in SL.
The current purposes of the Abyss are both the popularization of Earth and Ocean research
activities as well as to serve as a research test bed of JAMSTEC. In this paper, we describe our design
considerations and research orientations at the Abyss.

2.

Collaboration

2.1

Major Factors for the Affordance of Collaboration in Second Life
The original “Abyss Museum of Ocean Science” was created by avatars Rezago Kokorin and
Sunn Thunders; this was closed in March 2009. A second attempt at an ocean museum started later that
year in August as a garage-factory exhibition of ocean measurement instruments by Japanese volunteers
with the support of a private homestead owner. In December 2009, SciLands and the NOAA adopted to
support the Abyss at one of NOAA’s regions. With the meeting of minds of good creators, scripters and
artists, the Abyss is gradually developing and has now become a full-region museum under the support
of JAMSTEC since April 2011.
This history shows Second Life to be a remarkable platform for remote, interdisciplinary and
international collaboration, overcoming differences in language and time zone. Major factors for such
collaboration are derived from:
-

Remote and real-time / non-real-time communication by English text chat: Listening to English
can be a weak point for Asian people. English text chat enables Asian people to communicate
internationally at relatively ease. It is also more useful for conferences during which many people
are participating.

-

Second Life object-oriented creating method also enables to share works or ideas and to
accumulate collaborating results in non-real time. People do not need to rely upon Computer
Graphics specialists in order to express their own ideas in Second Life. There are many free
materials for creation, and an active marketplace in which people can easily purchase goods and
use them in Second Life.
We also need to consider that Second Life behaves less like a single large city, and more like a
world comprised of ever-spreading villages. It can be argued that this attribute has been

-
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challenging for private companies to appreciate, as many have misunderstood Second Life to be
similar to other forms of mass media.
The Abyss also exists on an OpenSimulator grid under collaboration with Chantal Snoek’s
“Science Circle”. The present authors consider that the preceding factors might yet be applicable to
OpenSimulator in the future; however, at the present moment OpenSimulator grids are immature in
terms of community size and compatibility of script language. The absence of a common marketplace is
also a weak point of OpenSimulator grids.
2.2 Consideration for Accessibility
A major difficulty in terms of visiting museums and places of education in Second Life – from the
point of view of Asian residents – is that general dearth of bi-lingual or multi-lingual signs and
notecards; this is in sharp contrast to real life, in which multi-lingual signs are common in major cities.
In the Abyss, signs, notecards and newsletters in both Japanese and English are available by default. We
would like to invite other science museums to collaborate with each other in terms of increasing their
multi-cultural outreach.
The Abyss also considers users of low performance Personal Computers and / or networks. To
reduce loading time of textures and polygons within draw distance, exhibition floors are dispersed from
ground to 4000 m altitude in the sky (Fig-1). But this consideration induces difficulty of navigation or
way-finding. There are many restrictions and required conditions for each exhibit floor location, and in
addition, we clearly separate the Science zone from the Fantasy zone, and the Art gallery from the
Design gallery to avoid confusion. Therefore, viewing routes run the risk of becoming less apparent.

Figure 1: Sky layers of the Abyss (Vertical is one tenth of horizontal)
The Open University (UK) has contributed to the improvement of navigation by simplification of
viewing routes and color coordinated signs (Minocha & Hardy, 2011). Visual communication is also
important as discussed in more detail in the subsequent section.
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3.

Visualization of Relation

3.1

Curating
In terms of the "Visualization of Relations", the Abyss has various exhibitions as follows;
Submersible History: The Abyss displays "Ictineo I" (1859), Beebe & Barton's Bathysphere
(1930), Bathyscaph "Trieste" (1953), “Submanaut” (1956), Diving Saucer "SP-350 Denise"
(1959), Harvor Branch’s submersible "Clelia" (1976), “Shinkai 6500” (1989), “Deep Flight”
(Current), Near future submersible and Far future Fluttering Submersible. We can display them
not on the museum floor but in the sea. This is easy to do in Second Life, but if we were to
attempt to construct such a museum in the real world, we would need access to vast funds for
construction and further for maintenance. We should not underestimate such a scientific
affordance of Second Life.
To predict climate change: The Abyss displays Research vessel “Okeanus Explorer”, In situ
ocean observation system (Buoy, Glider, ROV, AUV, OBS, OBEM), Atmosphere observation
equipment (Doppler Radar, Wind Profiler, Radiosonde, Middle- Upper Atmosphere Radar,
GPS-Receiver, AWS), Satellite observation and Supercomputer “Earth Simulator” (NEC SX-9/E
160 nodes). We displayed these objects in situ while mimicking their respective movements.

-

-

-

Captain Nemo’s Nautilus: The Abyss exhibits very realistic submarine “Nautilus” faithfully
reconstructed based on Jules Verne’s “20,000 leagues Under the Sea”. Researchers of Verne
believe the novel was written based on drawings of Nautilus although they were never
discovered. Many readers tried to reconstruct Nautilus design but avatar Reitsuki Kojima
provided a most excellent answer by a real-scale reconstruction in Second Life. He found that
there are three more small rooms which are not mentioned in the novel. This example shows the
affordances of Second Life of not only synthesizing information from a diversity of sources, but
also reconstructing arrangements derived from these syntheses.
Marine Ecosystem: We are constructing a shallow water ecosystem - coral reef and undersea
plant-bed to express relations between marine life and their environment. We intend to arrange
seaweeds, reef, crabs, shells, starfishes, fishes and other animals depending on sea bottom (sand
or rocks), sea water temperature and depth, cognizant of territories of each species and the food
chain (Fig-2). We can arrange predator-prey combinations – this is something which is
impossible in a real aquarium – such as Ocean sunfish and Jelly fish, Octopus and Moray, Orca
and Seal, etc.
Video is most useful for understanding such spatial relations, but there is not enough of such
information. So we seek more collaborators who advise us about ecosystem relations.
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Figure 2: Coral Reef Exhibit in The Abyss
Such exhibitions need to visualize not only each subject but also the relations between content.
These exhibits also need to express a narrative not only by text sentences but also by arrangement of
content in space.
Humankind has developed rhetorical thinking skills but we have not fully developed effective
visual thinking skills (Ware, 2008), particularly in the natural sciences. The present authors seek to
extend the definition of “Curation / Curating” beyond simply an “arrangement of contents only” towards
”situating contents under some context and to visualize some relations by arranging them in space for
creating new intellect such as surprise, originality, etc.” (modified from definition by Toshinao Sasaki,
Jun Masuda and Kazuki Yokota.)
Visual data exploration can be seen as a hypothesis generation process (Keim, 2002): The
visualizations of the data allow the user to gain insight into the data and come up with new hypotheses,
which make ‘information’ from ‘data’. The verification of the hypotheses can subsequently be done via
visual data mining, which make ‘knowledge’ from ‘information’. The Abyss is trying to learn curating
methods from Art museums.
3.2 Navigation and Way-Finding
For this purpose, navigation and way-finding design in museums is very important. This is also a
key point to provide self-learning places in virtual environments and fictive worlds. The Open
University (UK) and the Abyss have been collaborating on navigation and way-finding since July 2010
(Minocha & Hardy, 2011). As a result, we have established some empirical design rules for the Abyss:
Divide viewing route into several mini-tours depending on themes. We set the central hub as a
portal to five destinations: “Info & Sky Gallery” (yellow), “Marine Life & Human under the Sea”
(green), “Journey into the Deep” (blue), “To predict Climate Change” (orange), “Sunken City and
Fantasy Zone” (pink). (Fig-3)
-

In each mini-tour, set viewing route as traversable.(Fig-4)
Set enough guide signs and arrows of theme-color of each destination: Visitors do not like to get
note cards and jump to Web page, or to use Tour-ride. It is also difficult to introduce exhibits
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which incorporate vertical teleportation. So we are to basically depend on classical method Guide sign arrows. Guide arrow on the floor is useful in virtual environments and fictive worlds.
Set enough teleporters for “Exit to Central Hub”.

Figure 3: Central Hub and portals to five destinations

Figure 4: Teleport diagram of five destinations
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Fusion of 3D Model and Data from the Real World

4.1

Model vs. Data from the Real World
The third aspect of our work at the Abyss is to create new scientific value by assimilation or
synthesis of 3D modelling with data from the real world. Bach and Mauser have established procedures
which assimilate remote sensing data into geometric models of complex regional land surfaces (Bach &
Mauser, 2003). In the weather prediction research area, the data assimilation technologies have been
utilized in order to improve the quality of the ocean-atmosphere coupled-model with existing
observation data.
In the same way – with a nod to Schrödinger’s Cat – deep-sea-life samples change very quickly in
color and shape once recovered to the deck of a ship. On the other hand, deep-sea photos and videos are
also incomplete because most photos and video are not high resolution due to scientists preferring to
find as many species as possible, and it is not possible to change view angle and view distance of photos
and video once the footage has been captured. So if we can synthesize 3D model and data from the real
world, the result can create new scientific value.

As a corollary of the argument in the preceding paragraph, “virtual” becomes an inadequate term
because scientists think “virtual” is “not real” and thus that “virtual” has no scientific value.
3D modeling of samples by laser scanning is a common methodology of science in many research
fields, such as Archaeology, reconstruction of fossil, etc. But there is no laser scanning technology for
soft bodied semi-transparent creatures in water. So we are working on 3D modelling of Bolinopsis
infundibulum which can apply to taxonomic description using Unity3D environment with JAMSTEC
and Digital Hollywood University, based on tracking observation of researcher’s eyes, and are presently
evaluating its scientific value. (Fig-5)
Researchers have detailed images in their own minds but we found it is very difficult to
communicate these mental images with the content-creators – even for seemingly simple structures as
jellyfish. Still photos are not useful to identify complex 3D structures. There may be individual
differences between even the same species in each photo. Video is more useful but video angles are
usually limited in deep submersible or remotely-operated-vehicle operation. Researchers can assemble
taxonomic descriptions from various sources of information, but they do not have the techniques to
express these as sketches. Instead, recourse is needed to clay or wire. As such, interactive 3D
visualization is a critical technology for taxonomic or scientific research.
There is another problem with even simple structures as jellyfish: when we attempt to use
traditional 3D software to model water pipes or organs inside the body such that they might be zoomed
in to, polygon numbers expand to the extent so that they become impossible to render in real time.
Simplifying or symbolizing each part and assembling them together is an essential technique that we
always experience in Second Life.
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Figure 5: Real photo of “Bolinopsis infundibulum” (right side down)
and its 3D model we are working on (others)
4.2

Visualization for Self-Directed Discovery and Intuition Development
A variety of computer simulation techniques can be conducted in 3D environments. Results from
these simulations are conveyed to people through visualization. As well as the simulation technologies,
such visualization is important for inspiration and the development of intuitive proto-understandings. An
effective visualization helps people to deepen their thinking and start their mutual conversation, which
will become a key to self-directed discovery and intuition development (Koyamada, 2011). We suggest
the following three features of 3D environments, in terms of self-directed discovery and intuition
development:
Manipulable points-of-view: Zooming-in and zooming-out from arbitrary positions and angles
is a principle requirement of visualization for research. In addition, Second Life is a visualization
platform upon which persons of various skills can observe a given research object from multiple
points-of-view. To make transparent or cut-out, to see time variation, to superpose various data,
etc. - are potential developments for future enactment.
It is easy to get the (false) impression from high-quality Hollywood movies of that any kind of
visualization is straightforward to produce. But “movie” and “interactivity” are quite different.
Hollywood movies are produced after a very long rendering process. Cinematic audiences passively
watch playback in a unilinear manner. If people want to observe and manipulate objects interactively,
real-time rendering and real-time simulation are needed. Currently, real-time rendering can be carried
out by the graphics processor of the computer. But color mapping for rendering depends on both the
character of objects and on human senses, so optimization of color mapping needs much time and
expertise.
Geo-spatial mapping of time-sequenced data: Another point for research is data mapping. GIS
as represented by Google Earth is rapidly spreading across various fields, but it is not established
as a mapping platform for time-sequenced 3D products. One of our collaborators, Hidenori
Watanave, is creating “The Dynamic East Japan Earthquake Archives” using the Google Earth
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API and trying various kinds of data mapping including satellite images before and after quakes,
photos overlapped with 3D geographical features and 360-degree panorama images. YouTube
video can be also mapped but this has not been pursued out of respect to the suffering of the
victims (Watanave, 2011) (Watanave, et al., 2011).
Another collaborator, Keiji Mitsubuchi, created East Japan on a scale of 1:1,250 by using two full
regions of Digital Hollywood University in Second Life. Kenji also mapped web-based data on Second
Life topography and used this place for collaborative creation by students.
Developing intuitions through observations and experiments: the physics engines in Second
Life are Havok 7 and Havok 2k10 (the latter is still in beta). Students can easily perform
observations or experiments to develop intuitions about laws of physics using seesaw (Fig-6) and
the Leaning Tower of Pisa – the latter would be just like what Galileo himself performed.

Figure 6: Developing intuitions through Seesaw experiments in Second Life
Left: Initial state. Right: After dropping weights. Note that the vacant box jumped higher than the
solid box.
Students can also visualize wind-fields in Second Life. Such normally invisible multi-dimensional
phenomena are actually simulated in real-time in Second Life through equations involving
two-dimensional uncompressible fluids. The Abyss displays two Art installations which permit the
visualization of wind through the use of particles and flexible tubes (Fig-7). Students also can surface
their preconceptions and assumptions of the Solar-Earth-Moon system model of Second Life, by
observing the movement of the stars, sun and moon from various places across the Second Life grid.
They could then compare astronomy in Second Life with astronomy from the real world, in an
investigative epistemic frame similar to how Galileo carried out his own observations and experiments.
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Figure 7: Wind Circle by avatar Artist, comet Morigi
We are studying above three attributes on Google Earth and Second Life with other platforms
(OpenSimulator, the Blu, Unity3D, CAVE, etc.) and extracting requirement for future visualization
platform for remote collaboration and self-directed discovery.

5.

Conclusion

Taking into consideration issues of low performance Personal Computers and networks,
improvements to navigation and way-finding, bilingual – multilingual standards, visualization of
relations and curation, syntheses of 3D model and data from the real world, this paper has described the
use of the Abyss as a test-bed with many collaborators.
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Abstract
Many educational institutions make use of assessment schemes based on an ordered hierarchy of
cognitive activity, where the judgments of educators on the learning progress of students are expressed
using marks or grades. These have high face-validity because they appear to represent intuitively sound
descriptions of learning development. The language found in many such assessment structures and their
protocols reflects the hierarchy within a revised Bloom's Taxonomy where, in the cognitive domain,
evaluation and synthesis is regarded as superior to analysis or application, which are themselves
rewarded above memory or understanding. Virtual worlds provide an opportunity to explore new
educational contexts for analyzing and measuring cognitive processes that support learning. The present
research used the Second Life virtual world as a medium for remotely located students to communicate
in the collaborative construction and programming of robots. Iterative tasks were used to explore several
neo-Bloomian cognitive processes and knowledge dimensions. Analysis of 60 hours of video from
classroom activity, transcribed data and in-world interaction suggests that the hierarchy of descriptors
and associated ratings that are used within assessment schemes based on neo-Bloomian taxonomies may
not accurately correspond to the 'higher order' cognitive ability development of students.
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Introduction

The informed use of technology within education tends to occur in distinct phases (Baker,
Gearhart and Herman, 1993) and the uptake in the use of virtual worlds appears to mirror this. In the
early phase of adoption practitioners often seek to create engaging experiences in new learning
environments by replicating familiar real world buildings and institutions such as lecture classrooms,
libraries and universities (Jennings and Collins, 2008) together with their established approaches to the
learning experience. The transposition of existing practice into these virtual world environments may not
be successful and does not always exploit their unique features, or the opportunities they present for
communication and collaborative learning in meaningful ways (Martin, Vallance, Wiz and van Schaik,
2010).
However, with a more considered approach purpose-built, virtual educational environments can
provide opportunities which lead to learning. Neo-Vygotskian social‐constructivism argues that learning
is a ‘‘process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience” (Kolb, 1984, p.
41) and that this creation of knowledge requires learners to be actively engaged as participants in the
process of learning. Within the context of virtual world opportunities, Mayes and de Freitas (2007)
propose that this engagement is characterized by a cycle of situative learning (where learners form
communities of practice), cognitive learning (where they build upon their experience, reflection,
experimentation and abstraction), and associative learning (encouraging feedback and transfer). de
Freitas and Neumann (2009) refer to Dewey’s concept of inquiry (pre‐reflection, reflection, and
post‐reflection) to propose that learners’ virtual experiences, their use of multiple media, the transactions
and activities between peers, and the facilitation of learner control will between them lead to
‘transactional learning’. Their Explanatory Learning Model “aims to support deeper reflection upon the
practices of learning and teaching” which, they argue, leads to “wider opportunities for experiential
learning” (ibid p.346).
Recent studies suggest that this approach has merit. Hobbs, Brown, and Gordon (2006) studied
students’ interactions within the Second Life (SL) virtual world while completing a series of complex,
open‐ended tasks and found that, ‘‘with careful planning the intrinsic properties of the virtual world can
inform transferable skills and provide a rich case study for learning” (p. 9). These conclusions are
supported by Jarmon, Traphagan, Mayrath and Trivedi’s (2009) study, which used a mixed methods
approach to demonstrate the effectiveness of Second Life in a project‐based experiential learning setting
where students learned by doing and then applied ‘virtually’ learned concepts to the physical world.
Reliable and accurate metrics are needed for evaluating learning experiences in virtual worlds and for
assessing the associated cognitive development of learners if these technologies are to become an
effective resource for educators: “In order to achieve this next step two related aspects are required: the
first is developing better metrics for evaluating virtual world learning experiences, and the second is
developing better techniques for creating virtual learning experiences (e.g. frameworks, approaches and
models)” (de Freitas, 2008, p.11).
As virtual spaces seem likely to become more commonly used for learning and teaching in
mainstream Higher Education, either through growth in the use of immersive virtual environments or
simply as a result of the development and spread of the 3D-internet, educators will need to be more
informed of the benefits and limitations for learning, teaching and assessment within these spaces. This
is important as educators across educational sectors seek to develop learning and teaching resources that
more effectively enable the achievement of the learning outcomes specified within the assessment
schemes that are applied to evaluating students' work.
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Our design is intended to promote this by studying how students managed the transfer of their
learning, reflection and conceptualizing from virtual to physical world and how their communication
mediated the development of their knowledge and understanding. This research is designed to inform
the design of tasks in virtual worlds to successfully achieve desired objectives. The long-term aim of this
experimental research is to provide educators with a framework of metrics that can be used when
designing tasks and subsequently assessing learning outcomes of students when engaged in virtual
worlds.

2.

Background

For over sixty years Bloom's ideas provided a widely accepted taxonomy that allowed educators to
visualize teaching objectives and perceived learning together with an associated notation, categorization
and assessment of aims (Bloom, 1956; Anderson, Krathwohl, Airasian, Cruicshank, Mayer, Pintrich,
Raths and Wittrock, 2001). In Bloom’s taxonomy, a range of learning objectives were represented as
cognitive functions (Anderson et al., 2001) that enabled learning to be understood as the “… recall or
recognition of knowledge and the development of intellectual abilities and skills” (Bloom, 1956, p.7).
The six categories associated with cognitive processes identified in the revised taxonomy are: remember,
understand, apply, analyze, evaluate and create (Anderson et al, 2001). Verb subsets that can be
associated with these cognitive processes are: (1) remember—recognize, recall; (2) understand—
interpret, exemplify, classify, summarize, infer, compare, explain; (3) apply—execute, implement; (4)
analyze—differentiate, organize, attribute; (5) evaluate—check, critique; and (6) create—generate, plan,
produce. Underpinning the cognitive processes described by Bloom are four general types of knowledge
that include: factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge and metacognitive
knowledge (ibid). The strength of Bloom’s revised taxonomy is that it provides a visualization of the
relationship between cognitive processes and knowledge (see Table 1).
Knowledge Domain
Cognitive Process

Factual knowledge of
discrete,
isolated,
content
elements

Conceptual knowledge of
more complex,
organised forms
such as
classifications,
categories,
principles,
generalizations,
theories, models
and structures

Procedural knowledge of
how to do
something

Meta-cognitive knowledge about
cognition in
general as well
as awareness of
and knowledge
about one’s own
cognition

Remember - retrieve
relevant information
form long-term
memory
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Knowledge Domain
Cognitive Process

Factual knowledge of
discrete,
isolated,
content
elements

Conceptual knowledge of
more complex,
organised forms
such as
classifications,
categories,
principles,
generalizations,
theories, models
and structures

Procedural knowledge of
how to do
something

Meta-cognitive knowledge about
cognition in
general as well
as awareness of
and knowledge
about one’s own
cognition

Understand construct meaning
from instructional
messages, including
oral, written, and
graphic
communication
Apply - carry out or
use a procedure in a
given situation
Analyze - break
material into
constituent parts and
determine how parts
relate to one another
and to an overall
structure or purpose
Evaluate - make
judgments based on
criteria and standards
Create - put elements
together to form a
coherent or functional
whole, reorganize
elements into a new
pattern or structure
Table 1: Bloom’s revised taxonomy grid
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The language found in many commonly used assessment structures and marking schemes in
Higher Education institutions reflects the implicit hierarchy within Bloom's revised Taxonomy where, in
the cognitive domain, evaluation and synthesis are privileged and rewarded above analysis or
application, which are themselves more esteemed than memory or understanding. Visible within such
schemes is a tacit acceptance that the attainment of 'lower order' cognitive elements within the hierarchy,
such as 'remembering' or 'understanding' is an essential precondition for intellectual progress towards the
mastery of 'higher order' elements such as analysis, evaluation and creation. Student work which is
mostly comprised of the remembering and understanding of knowledge (recalling facts, theories,
procedures, etc.) is often labeled within such marking schemes as 'weak' or 'flawed and inaccurate' when
demonstrated at a low level, when the percentage mark allocated is typically no more than about 39. As
greater memory and understanding is demonstrated, such marking schemes tend to refer to the learning
outcomes as being 'limited or insufficient' (marks are usually given between about 40-49), 'acceptable'
(50-59), 'clear and analytical' (60-69), to 'excellent and critical' (70+). The award of marks in the higher
ranges is often also differentiated by the degree to which excellent and critical understanding of areas of
knowledge are seen to be characterized by being 'organized', 'systematic' or, at the highest level,
'complete'. Whilst the terminology varies somewhat from one institution or programme to another, the
marking schemes and guidelines we have found exhibit a significant congruence with the revised
Bloom's hierarchy of 'remember', 'understand', 'apply', 'analyze', 'evaluate' and 'create' (Anderson et al,
2001).
A similar structure of judgments is applied to the knowledge dimensions assessed in student work,
where the ways in which knowledge and understanding may be displayed is classified by whether these
are simply 'used' (factual), or are 'theorized' (conceptual or, depending on context, 'procedural') or, at the
highest levels, whether they are presented in ways indicating that they are 'synthesized' (meta-cognitive).
For example, we have found that assessment frameworks characterize a weak demonstration of
understanding concepts as 'insufficient' (>39 %), whereas above this their 'integration and analysis' into
the work is rewarded more highly (40-49% and often 50-59%). Beyond this students gain still higher
marks for the integration and analysis of 'different' or 'diverse' concepts (60-69%) and the work for
which the highest marks are given must 'synthesize and interpret' complex concepts (70+%).
Similarly, the use of argument and discussion is increasingly rewarded from its weakest
expression, when it is found to be 'unclear' or 'unsourced' (>39%) or 'invalid' (40-49%), to when it is
'reasoned' and 'valid' (50-59%), 'rational' or 'logical' (60-69%), or evidenced by being 'sound',
'compelling' or at best 'original' (70+%). In the same way the use of analytical and research methods in
student work may be judged to be 'narrow' or 'inappropriate (>39%), 'limited' or 'ineffective' (40-49%),
'adequate' (50-59%), 'effective' (60-69%), or 'very effective' or 'excellent' (70+%). The use of such
language underscores an acceptance of Bloom's approach to the assessment of learning where cognitive
forms and levels are conceived as organized into strata, where successful attainment in each is a
prerequisite for progression to the one above it.

3.

Methodology

It was decided to explore the degree to which activities in virtual worlds are likely to provoke
behaviors which can be located within the neo-Bloomian taxonomy. The research project was conceived
to facilitate an exploration of this by studying the communicative exchanges between, and within, teams
during problem solving tasks. Closed and highly defined tasks seemed most likely to provide the
necessary comparability and empirical data to determine the success of task completion. To satisfy these
criteria, the programming of a robot to navigate mazes of varying complexity was adopted (Barker and
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Ansorge, 2007). Our research was designed to observe students communicating in-world the
programming of a robot to follow distinct maze which, in turn, results in tangible and quantifiably
measured outcomes. The robot selected for the programming tasks was LEGO robot 8527 supported by
the LEGO Mindstorms NXT software version 1.1. LEGO robot 8527 was adopted due to its simplicity
and potential for sensors to be added as the research tasks developed. The instructions for the design of
LEGO robot 8527 are available at http://preview.tinyurl.com/yfw75s2.
In order to establish objectives and a focus for measuring task success and learning, students were
asked to prepare solutions to a number of pre-defined tasks of varying complexity set by the researchers.
The tasks were to design two-dimensional mazes for their robot to successfully navigate from the start to
completion in the physical and virtual (Second Life) environments. In order to quantify each task
complexity the programming the LEGO robot required a determination of an action and a vector.
Adopting Barker and Ansorge’s (2007) approach, task complexity was calculated according to the
number of sections that made up a given maze, where a section was defined as an element that was
different in orientation (direction) to the preceding section. When a maze contained a larger number of
elements than another maze, its complexity was deemed to be greater. Mazes with an equal number of
sections were deemed to be of equal complexity. For example, a maze requiring five distinct maneuvers
such as a forward move, a left turn, a forward move, a right turn and then a final forward move, was
defined as a maze of complexity level five. Successfully navigating this maze would be no different in
level of intrinsic difficulty to navigating a maze requiring a right turn, a forward move, a right turn, a
forward move and then a left turn. Mazes with differing levels of complexity could therefore be
provided for participants to facilitate true comparisons of like with like and to act as the problem
specification dependent variable. The principles used for maze construction are set out in an earlier
paper (Martin et al., 2010).
Once this virtual learning space had been built, sixteen (16) tasks were implemented: the initial
seven (7) were utilized for practice; data was collected from the remaining nine (9). Each task in the
sequence was designed to be more complex than its predecessor so as to challenge students to
communicate a more demanding construction process in order to reach a successful outcome; that is,
program a LEGO robot to follow a specified circuit of movements and turns. Communication between
participants (in this case, N=8) was supported by the virtual world chat facility and the behaviour of
participants’ avatars in the environment. One team had to design a maze on the floor of their laboratory
using adhesive tape. Next, the second team’s task was to act as ‘learners’ and create a robot program
(using the MindStorms software) to follow a maze that the other (teaching) team had designed. The
learning team used the information provided in an attempt to solve the robot programming problem. The
learning team's attempts to do this were then communicated back to the teaching team who, in turn, used
their robot to run the program on the taped maze to establish its success. The teaching team was
encouraged to offer feedback via the Second Life environment to the learning team when the robot
executed an incorrect maneuver and in answer to questions from the learning team.

4.

Results

Over sixty (60) hours of video of participants communicating in the real world was recorded. This
data was transcribed and analyzed using Transana (http://www.transana.org/) and TAMS Analyzer
(http://tamsys.sourceforge.net/) software. Screen captures of all actions in the virtual world were also
recorded and aligned to the real world video data recordings. The coding for the analysis was based on
the cognitive processes and knowledge dimensions featured in Bloom’s revised taxonomy. Five
independent coders pre-tested an initial subset of data using a randomly selected subsample of 10% of
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the transcripts as training material. Interpretations were revised where needed and pretesting continued
until intra-team coding was consistent. A second randomly selected subsample was coded and the
reliability of coding established by calculating the percentage of coding agreement. The process of
selecting subsamples and coding was repeated until a 90% coding agreement was attained. Initial
indications from our data suggest that the nature and defined difficulty of learning tasks can be used to
create metrics for designing and evaluating learning scenarios in immersive virtual environments that
can be articulated within Bloom’s revised taxonomy and this is discussed below.
During the coding process associative verbs were used for each of the Cognitive Process and
Knowledge Dimension taxonomic elements. For instance, the verbs of 'implementing', 'carrying out',
'using', 'executing', 'running', 'loading', 'playing', and 'operating' were associated with the cognitive
dimension of Apply. 'Comparing', 'organizing', 'deconstructing', and 'attributing' were associated with
cognitive dimension of Analyze and so on. Analysis of the transcripts determined which descriptor to
assign, although the Knowledge Dimension proved challenging. To assign one of the taxonomic
elements of Factual, Conceptual, Procedural or Meta-cognitive, the researchers used the Transana
software to link to the specific portion of communication so that both the transcribed text and
synchronized video could be compared. This method of combined data observation allowed for the
analysis of the transcripts in context and produced more informed and accurate coding.
This process is illustrated below by way of an extract from Task 9. The ‘student’ participants are
following instructions from the ‘teacher’ participants as they attempt to program the LEGO robot to
move over an obstacle. In lines 274 to 279 the participants talk about the movement of the robot as a
result of their programming. The participants are applying their programming knowledge to make the
robot follow a particular route (procedural knowledge). In lines 280 to 284 the participants evaluate
what happened. They notice that the robot did not move up an incline and over the obstacle but turned in
another direction when it hit a ramp. In lines 285 to 290 the participants are taking about what happened
and use analysis and reason (line 288: Well, the friction is smaller on the floor…) One participant
accepts the analysis and offers a reasoned outcome (lines 289 and 290). At this point in coding, the
transcript was hyperlinked to the video capture using the Transana software to confirm what was
actually occurring in the lab. The video showed participants physically moving the robot and discussing
the implications of their actions but indicated that they were doing more than just undertaking a
procedure and were evaluating and analyzing what was happening and what may happen. The
participants were demonstrating knowledge of the concepts involved in programming the robot in order
to overcome an obstacle placed in its path.
273.

THE ROBOT GOES.

274.

{PROCEDURAL}{APPLY}

275.

C: Oh, it's coming for me, now it's coming for you.

276.

Y: Turn. Okay, go, all the way, all the way, all the way, all the way, go go go.

277.

C: Fight.

278.

Y: Then, after that reverse. And then.

279.

G: More? {/APPLY}{/PROCEDURAL}

280.

{CONCEPTUAL}{EVALUATE}
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281.

C: More for this, one direction.

282.

G: It was just forward but it turns because it's pushing it,

283.

it's okay, because once we get to about here, ask them to modify the image.

284.

C: Yes. {/EVALUATE}{/CONCEPTUAL}

285.

{CONCEPTUAL}{ANALYZE}

286.

G: Sit in a line with where we are now.

287.

C: Yes, but will it have enough power to do it more?

288.

G: Well the friction is smaller on their floor, so I think this is a good first draft.

289.

C: Okay, because if it is even a slight more,

290.

then, then it will not move it. {/ANALYZE}{/CONCEPTUAL}

8

The video analysis and coding undertaken by the researchers was a Japan – UK transnational
collaborative effort using Google Documents to share coded data files that were periodically viewed in a
dynamic Motion Chart (Al-Aziz, Christou and Dinov, 2010). This representation of Cognitive
Dimension metrics and Knowledge metrics over task time enabled a study of the effect of one cognitive
process on a particular knowledge dimension, and attempts to draw conclusions from the task
‘processes’ rather than just the ‘outcomes’.
As expected, the procedural knowledge employed by participants appeared unrelated to instances
of 'remembering' and 'understanding' and was instead more frequently associated with ‘applying’ or
‘evaluating’ (Figure 1). Procedural knowledge was most commonly found when subjects were 'applying'
or 'evaluating'. No consistent trend was found in the frequency with which instances of the cognitive
descriptors appeared over time in the tasks (Figure 2). The relative frequency with which particular
kinds of cognition appeared in the data (e.g. 'applying procedural knowledge') was not patterned as tasks
progressed and difficulty increased. When reading in session order from bottom to top for 'applying
procedural knowledge', for example, we find that it occurs as a percentage of the overall total for this
across tasks (referred to as series in the Excel chart) - series 1 + series 2 + series 3, etc. - as 19.1%, 8%,
16.6%, 5%, 23.6%, 4%, 7%, 5.5% and 11.1% of the total (Figure 2). Within the framework of our neoBloomian taxonomy, contrary to our expectations, no developmental trend appeared in the data as
participants worked with tasks and applied procedural knowledge more effectively.
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Figure 1: Cognitive descriptor occurrences in procedural knowledge domain

Figure 2: Cognitive descriptor occurrences in procedural knowledge domain, as a percentage per
task (sequenced vertically)
As tasks followed each other over the experimental period, the observed cumulative frequency of
'conceptual' knowledge tended to increase for the dimensions of 'understanding', 'analyzing', and
'evaluating', although most intellectual activity appeared to have been directed towards originating,
comprehending, understanding and developing knowledge, rather than to applying it. However, as with
'procedural' knowledge, the relative frequency with which the different elements of cognition appeared
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in the data (e.g. 'applying conceptual knowledge') did not present itself in a linear or rising trend or
developmental sequence, but more often was discontinuous (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Cognitive descriptor occurrences in conceptual knowledge domain, as a percentage per
task (sequenced vertically)

Although these outcomes are derived from tasks conducted within a virtual environment, the
associated learning and communicative interaction between participants was conducted synchronously
in the physical world, from which data were extracted and the coding and analysis conducted. It is the
communicative interactions in the physical world that have been used as signifiers of the learning
process and its associated outcomes are the focus of our analysis, in the same way as is applied by
educators to more traditional encoded expressions of learning (written work, discussions, presentations,
portfolios, etc.). Interactions within and outcomes from the learning tasks in the virtual world can be
applied to (and have implications for) real world interactions and learning contexts. These outcomes
appear to challenge the often held assumption within educational practice that a consistent and reliable
proxy for increasing student mastery of cognitive skills is to be found in the outputs from assessment
regimes derived from neo-Bloomian hierarchies. Such assumptions are particularly questionable where
assessment schemes presume an ordered relationship between the indications of increasing intellectual
competence that they appear to provide and the actual acquisition of increments in higher-order
cognition by individuals. Our data suggests that the 'scores' (marks) derived from such assessment
instruments are unlikely to correspond closely with the development of cognitive ability in an individual
and that mastery of cognitive skills and processes may develop in a more a complex manner. Our data
suggest this to be particularly so in the 'higher order' realms privileged in assessment schemes derived
from Bloom's revised taxonomy.
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Discussion

In the next section we will propose that the revealed dynamics between the neo-Bloomian
taxonomic elements and the developed metrics may provide some insights into the nature of effective
learning not only in virtual worlds but also educational environments in general.
It was not anticipated that communication between participants, during their learning, would
display high frequencies of factual or meta-cognitive knowledge, because the nature of the tasks and
participants’ relative unfamiliarity with LEGO programming, made this seem unlikely; we anticipated
that tasks would instead promote conceptual and procedural knowledge, particularly as challenge was
increased over time.
There is widespread use by many educators of assessment schemes based on an ordered hierarchy
of cognitive activity, where the judgments about the learning progress of students is commonly
expressed in terms of percentage marks or ranked alphanumeric grades. Such schemes possess high
face-validity because they appear to present common-sense descriptions of learning progression. Often
they are implicitly and sometimes explicitly based on taxonomies of assessment identical or very similar
to that developed by Bloom. However, Bloom's Taxonomy was never intended to be a theory ‘of’
learning but taxonomy ‘for’ learning, teaching and assessing and as such its primary purpose has always
been to be a framework for "categorizing educational objectives" (Anderson et al, 2001, p.xxi). It does
not therefore follow that Bloom's Taxonomy should be taken to imply that its structures represent a map
of a smooth developmental sequence or process of the learning and mastery of particular cognitive skills
and abilities.
However, experience suggests that educators tend to apply such frameworks as proxies for
learning theory and assume that the ordered structures of cognitive elements within them accurately map
the structure and sequence of cognitive development. This may raise expectations that learning will
closely follow the hierarchy and associated educational objectives when these are used for the purposes
of assessment.

6.

Limitations

Our data shows that learning is not as structured or uniform as Bloom’s revised taxonomy might
be taken to suggest, and the continued use of these in this manner may act to limit an ‘analysis of
learning’. However, the rationale for continuing the study of its use is that at some point the outcomes
from such work need to be applied in the learning contexts where tasks are frequently designed and
assessed according to the taxonomy. It may also be helpful in such cases to broaden the taxonomy to
include epistemic knowledge, particularly of those kinds that seem likely to offer wider applicability
within taught curricula: such as is needed to create subject knowledge that is new to the individual and
the knowledge that is required in order to be able to decide whether a proposition, argument or theory is
valid. These kinds of epistemic knowledge would have applicability in communicative contexts beyond
the focus of the present research into subjects such as history, geography, mathematics and the sciences.
Our research aims to produce a framework of metrics for implementing tasks in virtual worlds that will
meet specific learning or assessment criteria across a range of such subject contexts.
The manual coding of transcriptions from participant discussions used TAMS Analyzer and
Transana software to alleviate errors in coding, but researchers nonetheless had to interpret and
contextualize from 'chat' and video evidence. Linking transcripts to their associated videos allowed for
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more accurate interpretation and corroboration against Bloom’s taxonomic elements. However, our
analysis remains an interpretation, despite our procedures to enhance academic rigor, such as linking
video to transcribed text and revisiting this to confirm the presence of specific taxonomic elements; and
prior benchmarking to ensure high inter-rater reliability in coding. This process proved especially
challenging when it came to distinguishing between Procedural and Conceptual knowledge and this
underscored the value of using the augmented data observation approach described.
One approach we are developing to overcome the constraints of this second-hand interpretation
allows participants to directly input taxonomic data. A virtual data collection tool (a 'BloomsPad') has
been developed to allow specific taxonomic elements to be selected by participants at regular intervals
in-world. This data is periodically transferred to an online database that records and time-stamps each
instance. Data are automatically graphed after each task is completed in order to analyze the pattern of
cognitive processes and knowledge dimensions indicated by participants. Subsequent tasks are matched
to these data to offer appropriate opportunities for cognitive development, once participants are trained
in and familiar with the lexis associated with each taxonomic element.

7.

Conclusion

Many expect that collaboration in virtual spaces will become a more prominent feature of
mainstream Higher Education, and this research aims to provide educators with a framework to support
curriculum design, create effective tasks, and assess learning outcomes within such environments. By
supplementing our existing data with improved technology we aim to further inform the creation of a
robust and evidence-based framework for practitioners to implement tasks to achieve specific
curriculum learning aims in virtual spaces. In working towards this we have used Bloom’s revised
taxonomy on the grounds that its conceptual structures and language are found in commonly used
assessment schemes and marking guides in Higher Education and where, in the cognitive domain,
evaluation and synthesis is privileged more than analysis or application and above memory or
understanding. The present paper sets out the implementation of iterative and quantifiable tasks to
delineate neo-Bloomian Cognitive Processes and Knowledge Dimensions. The observations from sixty
hours of transcribed data and in-world communication suggest that the descriptors and associated scores
derived from neo-Bloomian assessment schemes may not closely correspond to the development and
mastery of cognitive ability, particularly so in their 'higher order' realms.
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Abstract
Using a large sample of Singaporean children and adolescents from primary and secondary
schools, this study provides important results on changes in amount of time spent on gaming and violent
content exposure, and the effects of such changes on academic performance, pathological gaming,
aggressive cognitions and empathic attitudes. This study provided support for the hypothesis that
excessive gaming was related to poorer academic performance and more pathological symptoms. For
example, Stable-Hardcore students reported the lowest academic performance in both waves with a
decreasing trend, and Stable-Casual students reported the highest academic performance. There was also
a link between high violent game content exposure and greater approval of aggression as well as lower
empathic attitudes. Students with constantly low violence exposure reported higher empathic attitudes,
and lower acceptability of aggression. Implications of the study were discussed in relation to the
treatment of excessive gaming.
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1. Introduction
Digital gaming has become one of the most popular activities among children and adolescents
today. In fact, the National Public Radio in the US reported that 3 billion hours are spent in video game
play (National Public Radio, 2011). The amount of time that children and adolescents are playing
videogames has been steadily increasing over the years (Colwell & Payne, 1997; Subrahmanyam, Kraut,
Greenfield, & Gross, 2000; Anderson, Gentile & Buckley, 2007), the fastest increase being among
children between the ages of 2 and 5 years (NDP Group, 2011).
Similar changes can be observed in Singapore. In 2004, a study conducted by Parents Advisory
Group for the internet (PAGi) reported that 73% of adolescents in Singapore between the age of 13 and
17 years played digital games (Liau, Khoo, & Ang, 2005). Almost 6 years later, a study in 2010 found
that 83% of children and adolescents played video games. Boys played 22.1 hours per week, compared
to 18.2 hours for girls, averaging 20.2 hours per week (Choo, et al., 2010). Anecdotal accounts from
teachers, counsellors and social workers have also reported more cases of students being late for school
and being truant in order to devote themselves to video gaming. One counselling centre in Singapore
reported an increase of 40% of gaming addiction cases from 2009 to 2010 (Musfirah, 2011). There is
also the realization of a growing gap in parental awareness of children and adolescents’ Internet use in
Singapore (Liau, Khoo & Ang, 2005). Not surprisingly, these trends in the gaming habits are matched
by increasing concerns about the negative effects of gaming on the young.

2. Literature Review
2.1

Academic Grades

Although patterns of results has differed across previous studies, there is a preponderance of
studies showing that digital game play can have negative effects such as pathological video gaming or
addiction, aggressive tendencies and decreasing school grades (Harris, & Wiliams, 1985; Anand, 2007;
Anderson, Gentile & Buckley, 2007; Gentile et al., 2011). The “displacement hypothesis” suggests that
digital game play may displace time spent in academic activities and thus negatively affect school
results (Huston, et al., 1992). Gentile and his colleagues (2004) found that adolescents who had greater
exposure to video game violence were not only more hostile and more likely to get into physical fights;
they also had more arguments with teachers and had poorer academic grades. Chan and Rabinowitz’s
(2006) study provides further support for the relationship between excessive game play and poorer
grades. Their study showed that students who play videogames for more than one hour a day had lower
Grade Point Average scores compared to those who played less than an hour a day.
On the other hand, it has been argued that videogames can promote learning, and several books
have been written to support this (for example, Gee, 2003; Prensky, 2006; Shaffer, 2006). Gee (2003)
believed that the game world provides ample opportunities for creative solutions and problem-solving
skills, which is reflected in 36 learning principles described in his book. Squire’s (2003) study of the
game Civilization III found that students gained a better conceptualization of history, geography and
politics and have deeper appreciation of different perspectives. Similarly, Steinkuehler and Chmiel’s
(2006) analyses of game forums in World of Warcraft found evidence of players’ scientific literacy
demonstrated in their understanding of mathematical models, construction of social knowledge and use
of counter arguments. A more recent study by Jackson and her colleagues (2011) found that 12 year-old
students who played video games were more creative in drawing pictures and writing stories than their
counterparts.
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If students who play video games are engaged in learning, to what extent does learning that takes
place in the virtual game world transferable to the real world and learning in schools? This study aims to
examine if changes in the amount of time spent on video gaming have any effect on academic grades
among children and teenagers in Singapore schools. On one hand, it is possible that over a year,
students’ grades could have improved if they have transferred the skills learned in the games to their
studies. On the other hand, time that should have been spent on studies could have been replaced by time
spent on gaming, as explained by the “displacement hypothesis”.
2.2

Pathological Video Gaming

As seen in studies conducted in the US, Spain, South Korea and China, 8% to 14% of the
participating game players manifested pathological gaming symptoms (Choo et al., 2010; Gentile, 2009;
Kim, Namkoong, Ku & Kim, 2008; Tejeiro Salguero & Morán, 2002). In Singapore, about 8.7% of
children and teenagers who show 5 or more out of 10 symptoms of damage to family, social, school or
psychological functioning, can be classified as “pathological players” (Choo et al., 2010).
Pathological video gaming or gaming addiction is not listed in the latest version of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition, Text Revision commonly known as the DSMIV-TR. This manual is published by the American Psychiatric Association (APA) and covers all mental
health disorders for both children and adults. However, the APA has announced the possibility of
creating a new category of “behavioral addictions” in the draft diagnostic criteria for the DSM-V.
Although not recommended for inclusion in this category, internet-related addiction has been included in
the manual’s appendix with the goal of encouraging further study (APA, 2010). Some researchers agree
that pathological video gaming is similar to pathological gambling as both are considered “behavioural
addictions” since both activities are forms of entertainment that can stimulate emotional responses and
dopamine release (Koepp, et al., 1998; Holden, 2001). Hence, pathological video gaming has been
measured by modifying the criteria in the DSM-IV-TR for pathological gambling. A gamer is classified
as being pathological when he or she indicates having at least 5 out of a list of 10 symptoms of damage
to family, social, school, and psychological functioning.
Many studies point to the fact that excessive gaming is related to what may be called game
“addiction” (Fisher, 1994; Gentile et al., 2011; Griffiths, 2000; Lemmens, Valkenburg & Peter, 2009).
Research evidence indicates that pathological gamers spend more time playing than non-pathological
gamers (Grusser, et al., 2007; Gentile, 2009). Wood and his colleagues (2007) interviewed 280 gamers
about their gaming experiences. Positive effects include temporary escape from reality and relief from
stress. They also reported negative effects such as missing important events like meals, school and
appointments and sacrificing sleep as a result of losing track of time.
The relationship between excessive gaming and pathological symptoms suggest that if
pathological gamers were to decrease the time they spend on gaming, their pathological problems could
be alleviated. Hence, this study explores if changes in time spent on gaming are related to changes in
pathological gaming. In other words, we hypothesized that gamers who spend lesser amount time over a
period of one year would show a decrease in pathological symptoms. Correspondingly, those who
increased in their gaming time would show an increase in these symptoms.
2.3

Aggressive Cognitions and Empathetic Attitudes

Studies demonstrating the relationship between video games and aggressive behavior are often
criticized, the results as well as the methodology of these studies are often challenged (e.g., Goldstein,
2005, Williams & Skoric, 2005; Ferguson, 2008). However, there is also ample evidence that playing
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violent digital games can increase aggressive cognitions as well as aggressive behavior (Anderson &
Bushman, 2001; Dill & Dill, 1999; Silvern & Williamson, 1987). Anderson, Gentile, and Buckley
(2007) report experimental, correlational, and longitudinal studies demonstrating that children and
adolescents who play violent digital games become more aggressive, both immediately after playing and
also over long periods of time. Meta-analyses and review studies on the effect of violent games
demonstrate increasingly robust effects on increased aggressive thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, and
also on decreased pro-social behaviors (Anderson et al., 2010; Anderson & Carnagey, 2004; Griffiths,
1999).
Other studies provide evidence that exposure to violent games is related to decreased empathy in
children (Funk, et al., 2002, Bartholow, Sestir & Davis, 2005). On the other hand, playing prosocial
games have been found to help increase empathy (Greitemeyer, Osswald & Brauer, 2010). A study on
Singapore teenagers also found that playing prosocial games predicted prosocial behaviours in terms of
helping others, cooperation and sharing, and empathy (Gentile et al., 2009).
Hence, gamers who play more violent games can be expected to show increased levels of
aggression and lower levels of empathy. Conversely, those who play less violent games would show
lower levels of aggression and higher levels of empathy. This study also aims to test out this hypothesis
by investigating changes in students’ violent game content exposure and their aggressive cognitions and
empathy with measures collected in 2 waves over a period of one year.
2.4

Purpose of the Study

Digital games can have both positive and negative effects at the same time, and the effects are
likely to be dependent on how much time is spent on gaming, what types of games are played, and in
what contexts (Gentile & Gentile, 2007; Gentile & Stone, 2005; Khoo & Gentile, 2007). Although there
are many international studies on effects of digital gaming, there are not many studies involving
longitudinal data with a major focus in an Asian context. This paper is thus an attempt to reveal the
effects of Singapore children and adolescents’ digital game play based on a two-year short term
longitudinal study. This paper focuses mainly on the changes in children and adolescents’ amount of
time spent on gaming and the relationships of such changes to school performance and the number of
pathological symptoms. Besides, the study also explored the relationship between changes of violent
content exposure with aggressive cognition and empathic attitudes. This paper aims to provide timely
information on digital game effects for parents, educators, policy makers and fellow researchers to make
meaningful interpretation of the results and application in real life settings.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1

Participants

The sample comprised a total of 2,998 children and adolescents from Primary schools (N = 1438)
and Secondary schools (N = 1260). In this sample, 2,179 were males and 819 were females. The overall
average age of participants was 11.2 (Standard Deviation (SD) = 2.06; primary students Mean (M) =
9.2, SD = 0.7; secondary students M = 13.0, SD = 0.8). The racial composition was 72.6% Chinese,
14.2% Malay, 8.8% Indian, and 4.3% other races.
3.2

Procedures

Informed consent was sought from the parents through the schools. A liaison teacher from each
school collated the information and excluded students from the study whose parents refused consent.
Assent was obtained from the students by informing them that participation in the survey was voluntary
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and they could withdraw at any time. Confidentiality of the students’ responses was assured by requiring
the teachers to seal the collected questionnaires in the envelopes provided in the presence of the
students.
Paper and pencil surveys were conducted in classrooms with the help of school teachers. The same
individual students were followed one year (Wave 2) after the baseline survey at Wave 1. The data used
in this study was drawn from a larger scale study. Due to the length of the questionnaire, it was
administered in four different orders over a period of four days. The order of these questionnaires was
counterbalanced so that they wouldn’t be done in the same sequence in the same day for different
classes. Part of the data was reported before and the procedures were described elsewhere (Choo et al.,
2010).
3.3

Measures

Academic performance. The students reported the results of their last examination on a six point
scale as follows: (1) Below 50; (2) 50-59; (3) 60-69; (4) 70-79; (5) 80-89 and; (6) Over 90. An average
score of English, Mathematics, Science and Second Language was used to represent students’ school
performance. Standardized scores for each year were used in the analysis.
Gaming habits. The survey included items assessing children’s video game habits adapted from
the General Media Habits Questionnaire and the Adult Involvement in Media Scale (Anderson et al.,
2007; Gentile, Lynch, Linder, & Walsh, 2004). These items measured weekly amount of video game
play and frequency of violent or pro-social content exposure. A sample item for violent or pro-social
content exposure is “How often do you shoot or kill creatures /other players in this game?” answered
from never to almost always on a four-point scale.
Pathological game use. Pathological gaming was measured with a 10-item scale modified from
DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling (Choo et al., 2010; Gentile, 2009). The scale includes items
such as “In the past year, have you become restless or irritable when trying to cut down or stop playing
computer/video games?” Participants could respond "no," "sometimes," or "yes" to each of the 10
symptoms. A sum score was used to represent the level of pathological gaming. This scale yielded
acceptable reliability (Cronbach α = .71 and .77 for two waves respectively). There is a positive
correlation between the two waves (r=.46, p<.001).
Normative beliefs about aggression scale. This scale from Huesmann and Guerra (1997) was used
to measure the students’ perception of acceptable aggressive behavior under a general condition or under
different types of provocations. The students rated each item on a four-point scale, ranging from 1 “it’s
really wrong” to 4 “it’s perfectly OK”. The scale included items such as “in general, it’s OK to hit other
people” and “suppose a boy says something bad to another boy, John. Do you think it’s wrong for John
to hit him?” Mean scores were used for all items as a total approval of aggression score, with higher
scores indicating higher levels of tolerance of aggressive behaviors. The scale has a reliability of .94 and
.95 for two waves.
Children’s Empathic Attitudes Questionnaire (CEAQ). There is a total of 15 items measuring the
students’ empathic attitudes (Funk, Fox, Chan, & Curtiss, 2008). The items were answered on a threepoint scale, where 1 is for “no”, 2 for “maybe” and 3 for “yes”. A total score was used in the analysis. A
sample item is “I understand how other students feel”. The reliability for this scale is .86 and .87
respectively for two waves.
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4. Data Analysis
The students were first divided into different groups based on their changes in frequency of
gaming or violent content exposure. A repeated measures ANOVA was then conducted to examine the
effects of between-group factor (categories of gamers) and within-group variable (wave) on academic
performance, pathological gaming, aggressive cognitions and empathic attitudes. SPSS 16 was used for
the data analyses. All analysis were done while controlling for gender, educational level, race and socioeconomic status. There were 2641 students who reported gaming time in Wave 1 and 2360 in Wave 2.
As there were attrition cases and non-responses in both waves, a missing values analysis was conducted
to test the difference in their weekly hours spent on gaming. T-tests showed no significant statistical
differences. In other words, the average gaming time for those who dropped out of the project and those
who participated in both surveys were essentially the same. A listwise deletion was thus used in each
analysis.

5. Results
5.1

Changes in Amount of Time Spent on Gaming

A descriptive analysis was conducted on the number of weekly hours spent on gaming for both
waves. Table 1 shows the quartile cut-off points for both waves. The distribution of the time spent on
gaming was relatively stable across two waves. On average, primary boys spent 10.5 hours per week on
gaming in Wave 1 and 11 hours in Wave 2; primary girls spent 7 and 9 hours respectively. For
secondary schools, boys spent 18.5 and 20.3 hours while girls spent 18 and 15.8 hours for Wave 1 and
Wave 2 respectively1.
Table 1: Quartile of gaming hours per week
Wave 1

Wave 2

Gender 25% 50% 75% 25% 50%
Primary school
Male
3.5 10.5 27.5 4.0 11.0
Female 2.0 7.0 18.5 3.0 9.0
Total
3.0 9.5 24.5 4.0 10.5
Secondary school
Male
8.5 18.5 38.5 9.0 20.3
Female 7.0 18.0 37.1 7.0 15.8
Total
8.0 19.0 39.0 8.0 19.0

75%

N

26.0 741
21.5 316
24.5 1057
35.0 886
31.6 341
34.5 1227

Students’ gaming time was categorized as low, medium or high based on 25% and 75% cut-off
score for both waves. For example, gaming time below the 25% quartile is deemed as low and the
corresponding students are thus labelled “casual” gamers. Those whose gaming time is above the 75%
quartile are labelled “hardcore” gamers. The rest who are “medium” with regards to their gaming time
are labelled “average” gamers.
Combining both Wave 1 and Wave 2 gaming time, the students were categorized into 9 groups.
There are three groups with stable gaming hours, three groups with increased gaming hours and three
groups with reduced gaming hours. For example, a student with high gaming hours in Wave 1 and low
1

Median is used to represent the average number of gaming hours (refer to Table 1)
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gaming hours in Wave 2 is categorized as a “hardcore-casual” gamer, indicating that the student who
was hardcore in Wave 1, has become a casual gamer in Wave 2. Table 2 shows the mean gaming hours
for each group based on 2086 students who reported gaming times for both waves.
Table 2: Gaming hours per week by educational level and gamer category
Primary School
Gamer category
Stable casual
Stable Average
Stable Hardcore
Casual-Average
Casual-Hardcore
Average-Hardcore
Average-Casual
Hardcore-Average
Hardcore-Casual
5.2

Wave 1
M(SD)
1.0 (1.1)
10.5(5.4)
54.9(25.0)
1.1(1.1)
0.9(1.0)
13.7(5.6)
8.2(4.8)
53.8(25.6)
54.6(26.6)

Wave 2
M(SD)
1.8(1.4)
11.9(5.2)
56.0(25.2)
10.2(5.1)
44.1(21.4)
49.0(22.9)
2.0(1.3)
13.9(5.9)
1.4(1.5)

N
121
290
124
108
36
107
123
108
39

Secondary School
Wave 1
Wave 2
M(SD)
M(SD)
3.0(2.8)
19.5(7.9)
69.2(22.2)
4.2(2.9)
1.7(2.6)
24.0(8.8)
18.4(8.3)
64.3(19.8)
71.3(23.5)

3.2(2.8)
19.5(7.2)
64.2(21.7)
17.4(6.9)
57.2(23.1)
55.7(21.7)
3.4(2.8)
23.2(7.6)
2.5(3.0)

N
121
339
141
97
27
90
100
82
33

Effects on Academic Results

Table 3 presents changes in students’ gaming time and academic performance over a year. There
is a significant wave and category interaction, F (8, 1675) =4.47, p<0.01, partial eta squared =.02.
Stable gaming hours. Students who play longer hours in both waves reported consistently lower
scores in their grades compared to those who play shorter hours in both waves, F(2, 1033) = 38.19, p <
0.01, partial eta squared = .069.2 To be more specific, Stable-Hardcore gamers reported significantly
lower academic performance in both waves with a decreasing trend. Stable-Casual gamers reported the
highest academic performance in both waves, and Stable-Average gamers in the middle with an
increasing trend (Table 3).
Increased gaming hours. The three groups with increased gaming hours also have different
academic results, F (2, 411) = 30.49, p < .05, partial eta squared = .017. Consistent with expectations,
the Average-Hardcore reported lower academic performance than Casual-Average students. The three
groups with the lowest Wave 1 academic performance are the Casual-Hardcore, Average-Hardcore and
Stable Hardcore, two of which are the groups with increased time of gaming.
Decreased gaming hours. The three groups with reduced time of gaming also have different
academic results, F (2, 432) = 7.53, p < 0.01, partial eta squared =.034. Students in Average-Casual
group reported higher academic performance than the other two groups. Students who showed the
largest decrease in academic performance belong to the Hardcore-Casual groups (t (134) = 2.38, p <
0.05).

2

Mean difference between “stable hardcore” and “stable casual” is - 0.73, p<0.001; mean difference between “stable
hardcore” and “stable Average” is -0.5, p <0.001; mean difference between “stable Average” and “stable casual” is -0.23,
p<0.05.
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Table 3: Changes in gaming time and academic performance
Wave 1
Wave 2
M
SD M
SD
Stable Casual
0.32 0.88
0.38 0.96
Stable Average
0.071 0.97 0.161 0.91
Stable Hardcore
-0.312 0.95 -0.452 0.96
Casual-Average
0.14 0.92
0.11 0.96
Casual-Hardcore
-0.13 0.98 -0.02 1.10
Average-hardcore -0.16 1.08 -0.18 1.05
Average-Casual
0.21 0.93
0.30 0.93
Hardcore-Average -0.03 1.14 -0.17 1.03
Hardcore-Casual
-0.033 0.93 -0.413 1.14
Note. 1, 3 p <0.01, 2 p <0.05
5.3

N
216
585
243
186
57
179
203
177
65

Effects on Pathological Gaming

Stable gaming hours. The Stable-Casual group reported the least pathological symptoms in both
waves, and the Stable-Hardcore group reported the most symptoms, with Stable-Average group in
between. Post hoc analysis revealed a significant mean difference between all the three groups, F (2,
1033) = 37.20, p < 0.01, partial eta squared = .067.
Increased gaming hours. The three groups with increased time of gaming also showed significant
differences in pathological symptoms, F (2, 411) =4.53, p < 0.05, partial eta squared = .022. CasualAverage group reported fewer symptoms than Average-Hardcore groups for both waves (p < 0.01).
Among the three groups, the Casual-Hardcore group showed the highest increase of pathological
symptoms from 1.53 to 2.77 (t (113) = -2.88, p < 0.01) while the other two groups remained relatively
stable.
Decreased gaming hours. The three groups with reduced time of gaming also showed significant
differences in pathological symptoms, with the Average-Casual group reporting significantly fewer
symptoms than the other two groups (F (2, 432) = 7.91, p < 0.01, partial eta squared = .035). The three
groups showed a consistent pattern of decreased pathological gaming symptoms. Not surprisingly, the
Hardcore-Casual groups on average reduced pathological symptoms from 3 to 2, which is the largest
decrease among the three groups (t (133) =3.03, p < 0.01). Table 4 presents the average pathological
symptoms reported by each group in both waves.
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Table 4: Changes in gaming time and pathological symptoms

Stable Casual
Stable Average
Stable Hardcore
Casual-Average
Casual-Hardcore
Average-hardcore
Average-Casual
Hardcore-Average
Hardcore-Casual
Note.1-5 p <0.01
5.4

Wave 1
M
SD
1.22 1.31
2.301 1.65
3.39 1.88
1.79 1.55
1.532 1.32
2.84 1.82
2.183 1.63
3.124 2.01
3.035 2.08

Wave 2
M
SD
1.15 1.45
2.001 1.69
3.21 2.03
1.92 1.63
2.772 2.30
2.85 2.02
1.543 1.55
2.564 1.97
1.965 1.78

N
218
564
243
182
52
179
201
170
64

Effects on Aggressive Cognition and Empathic Attitudes

Violent game exposure is measured by multiplying the level of violence experienced in each game
by the weekly hours of gaming. A mean score was used across three games listed by the students. The
violent game content exposure was further categorized as either high or low, based on median split for
both waves. As a result, the students with high exposure in both waves were labelled “constantly high
exposure” group. Similarly, the other three groups were “constantly low exposure”, “increased
exposure” and “decreased exposure”.
Table 5 presents the students’ changes of violent game content exposure. There were significant
gender (F (1, 1873) = 174.12, p < 0.001) and educational level differences (F (1, 1873) = 46.06, p <
0.001) across two waves. The result suggests that boys and secondary school students generally reported
higher violent game content exposure than girls and primary school students. The wave and gender
interaction is also significant, F(1, 1873) = 5.28, p < 0.05. It suggested that boys’ violent game exposure
increased while girls’ remained relatively stable.
Table 5: Violent game content exposure by gender and educational level
Wave 1

Wave 2
SD
M
SD
Primary school
Male
3.821
4.15
4.161 4.04
Female
1.85
2.62
1.72
2.78
Total
3.25
3.87
3.45
3.88
Secondary school
Male
5.252
4.61
5.832 4.78
Female
2.86
3.60
2.72
4.20
Total
4.78
4.53
5.22
4.83
Total
Male
4.53
4.44
4.99
4.50
Female
2.22
3.05
2.09
3.41
Total
3.96
4.26
4.27
4.44
Note.1 p <0.05, 2 p <0.01
Gender

N

M
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Figure 1 and 2 presents the line graphs for total approval of aggression and empathic attitudes by
violent game content exposure. For total approval of aggression, there was significant group difference
(F (3, 1717) =11.07, p < 0.01, partial eta squared = .02). Students in the constantly high exposure group
reported higher level of acceptability of aggression in both waves. For students in the constantly low
exposure group, their level of approval of aggression was consistently lower. The wave and group
interaction was significant (F (3, 1717) = 5.07, p < 0.01, partial eta squared = .01). It indicates that
different groups’ approval of aggression changed differently from Wave 1 to Wave 2. More specifically,
students in the increased exposure group reported significant increase in the approval of aggression
while all the other groups remained relatively stable (Table 5).
Table 6: Total approval of aggression and empathic attitudes
by violent game content exposure
Violent game exposure

Constant low
Increased
Decreased
Constant high
Total
Constant low
Increased
Decreased
Constant high
Total
Note.1 p <0.01

Asian Perspectives/ Sep. 2012

Wave 1
Wave 2
M
SD
M
SD
N
Total approval of aggression
1.72 0.65 1.68 0.61 542
1.761 0.67 1.911 0.72 287
1.80 0.64 1.77 0.66 314
1.90 0.68 1.96 0.72 587
1.80 0.66 1.83 0.69 1730
Empathic attitudes
2.40 0.37 2.41 0.36 540
2.33 0.40 2.33 0.41 281
2.33 0.40 2.34 0.37 300
2.25 0.41 2.24 0.40 574
2.33 0.40 2.33 0.39 1695
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For empathic attitudes, the group difference was also significant (F (3, 1682) =12.26, p < 0.01, partial
eta squared = .021)3. Students in the constantly high violence exposure group reported lower levels of
empathy in both waves. For students in the constantly low exposure group, their level of empathic
attitude was consistently higher. The wave difference as well as the wave and group interaction was
non-significant. It indicates that different groups’ level of empathic attitudes were relatively stable from
Wave 1 to Wave 2.

6. Discussion
Using a large sample of Singaporean children and adolescents from primary and secondary
schools, this study provides important results on changes in time spent on gaming and violent content
exposure over a year and the effects of such changes on academic performance, pathological gaming,
aggressive cognitions and empathic attitudes. As mentioned, the students were categorized into 9 groups
according to the number of hours spent on gaming per week and whether it increased, decreased or
remained stable from Wave 1 to Wave 2. The results showed that majority of the students are StableAverage gamers over a year.
The study results indicate a positive relationship between longer gaming hours and poorer
academic performance. Stable-Hardcore students reported the lowest academic performance in both
waves with a decreasing trend in grade, and Stable-Casual students reported the highest academic
performance. This is consistent with previous studies in other countries in that the amount of game play
is directly related to poorer academic performance (Anderson & Dill, 2000; Gentile et al., 2004).
Despite the research showing that games can promote learning (e.g., Gee, 2003; Prensky, 2006; Shaffer,
2006), the kind of learning that takes place in games does not seem to be related to academic
performance. Increase in gaming hours does not contribute to any improvement in academic results but
may instead lead to a decrease in the grades. It is also possible that students who did badly in their
studies may turn to the gaming world to seek solace.
The result also provides further support for the positive relationship between longer gaming hours
and more pathological symptoms. Stable-Casual group reported the fewest pathological symptoms in
both waves while Stable-Hardcore group consistently reported the most symptoms. All the groups with
decrease in weekly hours spent on gaming reported significantly fewer pathological symptoms in Wave
2 than Wave 1. Students with the most drastic increase in gaming time (Casual-Hardcore gamer) also
showed significant increase in pathological symptoms over a year. In line with previous study findings
(Gentile, 2009, Grusser, et al., 2007, Tejeiro Salguero & Morán, 2002), the results imply that a reduction
of gaming hours may alleviate pathological symptoms. Thus, help rendered to children and teenagers
with excessive gaming or pathological gaming symptoms should incorporate time management and selfregulatory skills. These skills can be encouraged through peer mentoring and parental supervision.
For violent content exposure, the results are also consistent with previous studies (Anderson &
Bushman, 2001; Gentile & Stone, 2005). There was a link between high violent game content exposure
and greater approval of aggression as well as lower empathic attitudes. Students with constantly low
violence exposure have higher empathic attitudes, and lower acceptability of aggression. In contrast,
students with constantly high violence exposure have lower empathic attitudes and higher acceptability
of aggression in both waves. The result also supports the General Aggression Model (Anderson et al.,
2007) in that violent game play can increase children's hostile attribution biases, and their beliefs about
the acceptability of aggression in real life. Specifically, results also reveal a worrying trend of older boys
3

The results are essentially the same while including prosocial game exposure as covariate.
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preferring games that involved more violent game content. This could be due to changes in their
preference for more fighting games and game genres like First-person shooter games. Older boys are
also more able to access games with higher ratings. Nonetheless, they need to be aware that continuous
exposure to violent content can lead to de-sensitization and increased approval of aggression. They need
to become more sensitive to their own aggressive cognitions as well as behaviours, and be mindful of
how virtual in-game aggression can be transferred to real-life situations. Educational programs that
involve social and emotional learning can help increase awareness of violent content of digital games for
both youths as well as parents.
In sum, this study provided support for the hypothesis that excessive gaming is related to poorer
academic performance, more pathological symptoms and that excessive exposure to violent games is
related to higher aggressive cognitions and lower empathy. However, several questions remain to be
addressed in future work. This study only used data for two waves. It is unknown whether the
relationships identified in this study will remain in the long term. It is also unknown who is at greatest
risk of excessive gaming, how long the problem persists, what are the protective factors and what types
of help would be most effective. Long-term longitudinal studies are needed to test the above questions,
and research using other samples is required to replicate the findings of this study to enhance
generalizability.
Nevertheless, this study’s primary strength is its large sample size and two-wave longitudinal
data. Compared to cross-sectional data, this study provides more revealing results about the changes
across time regarding the most debated topic on digital games. Certainly, the results of this study
indicate the need for parents, educators and professional practitioners to consider the problem of
excessive digital gaming among youth in a more dynamic and comprehensive manner, and highlight that
the importance of managing time spent on gaming, cannot be understated for children and teenagers’
learning and healthy psychosocial development.
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Abstract
Virtual worlds (VWs) are becoming a popular medium for meetings and collaborative problem
solving efforts. However, complex VW communication tools and challenges in managing online social
interactions are likely to complicate VW collaboration efforts. Therefore, the purpose of our study was
to investigate the role of the facilitator when collaboration is conducted in a virtual environment. In
order to conduct our study, we developed a questionnaire based on major issues in real world
collaboration and interviewed 18 subject-matter experts. Responses to our questions were analyzed via
cluster analysis procedures. Specifically, participants were asked to identify what key differences
facilitators perceive between virtual and real world collaboration. In response, participants provided
many insights, such as the new interpersonal management challenges that arise from the absence of faceto-face communication. Participants also warned of the challenges associated with the introduction of
more technology to the collaboration process. Further, they identified credibility and trust issues that
arise due to facilitators’ avatar manipulation skills and avatar appearance. Suggestions for avoiding
pitfalls and optimizing collaboration are provided.
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Introduction

Over the past five years, VWs have evolved from being fancy chat rooms to virtual communities
that support personal spaces, marketplaces, collaboration, and e-learning. With the emergence of such a
dynamic work and play space, these activities can be conducted in real-time by people across the planet.
In fact, a 2008 report conducted by Erica Driver and colleagues at Forrester Research, Inc. predicted that
sometime between 2013 and 2015, VWs and the 3-Dimensional (3D) Internet will be as important to
organizations as the Web is today. This research team also recommended that organizations begin
establishing a presence in popular VWs. Undoubtedly, businesses can benefit from the marketing
potential available in popular VWs, and even more so for the enhancement of essential business
functions such as remote collaboration, personnel training, and the construction and sharing of 3D
objects/artifacts (Bartle, 2003).
Recently experts have echoed the assertions of Driver and colleagues (2008), suggesting that the
collaborative capabilities inherent to VWs will change the landscape of how we interact on the Web by
2015 (Bulkeley, 2007). Notably, that does not mean that today’s collaboration technology (e.g., video
conferencing, text chat, Group Support Systems [GSS]) will be obsolete; rather, pertinent technologies
will be integrated into VWs (Bessier et al., 2009). In many ways, the success of virtual world
collaboration will be contingent on our ability to replicate real world activities in a VW such as remote
collaboration. This activity is expected to yield some of the most significant business and societal
implications (Anson et al., 1995; Bartle, 2003; Bessier et al., 2009). VWs provide the traditional
advantages of online communication in that they are convenient, efficient, allow synchronous communication for team members working at a distance, and reduce travel costs. Moreover, VWs add value to the
virtual collaboration process in that they offer visual, aural, and spatial dimensions to the context of
electronic communication (Eden, 1990).
At present, Second Life is far and away the most frequented VW with its number of registered
users jumping from over 2 million users in 2006 to over 21 million users in 2010 (Bakker et al., 2011;
Gaudin, 2010). Second Life provides an online 3D environment for friends, hobbyists, gamers, and
employees to meet, interact and collaborate. In 2008, Science Magazine and a team of sociologists
organized the first scientific conference held online in the World of Warcraft, which spurred a series of
subsequent conferences (Brainbridge, 2010). Conference participants enjoyed presentations, discussion
sessions, gift bags (e.g., t-shirts, a telescope, and a pet), field trips, and a massive joint assault on an
enemy city.
Importantly, corporations are establishing their presence in Second Life both for purposes of
marketing their products to Second Life users (i.e. residents) and to host internal and external
collaborative projects. For example, major corporations such as Walt Disney, Nike, IBM, Cisco, Dell,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and British Petroleum have capitalized on the
reach of Second Life in regard to its massive international population and sophisticated collaboration
tools (Dickson et al., 1996). Distributed teams can even take online corporate retreats in VWs. Alpine
Executive Center (www.AlpineExecutiveCenter.com) provides corporate collaboration accommodations
in the form of a venue located at a VW ski resort. Collaborators can enjoy interactive entertainment,
such as skiing, sight-seeing, and art galleries, when they are not taking advantage of sophisticated
decision making tools, such as brainstorming and voting tools, to efficiently and effectively host
business meetings.
Despite the many advantages to communicating in VWs, there is much to learn about how
collaboration changes in these environments. Real-world collaboration is messy enough due to the
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cognitive and social challenges inherent to group work (Bandura, 1986; Franceschi et al, 2008). Thus,
adding new technology, user competencies, and a change in the nature of user perceptions and
communication makes collaboration that much more complex. In the real-world, many teams rely on
facilitators to guide them through the difficulties of group work. However, the role and methods of
facilitators is likely to change with the behavior, perceptions, and technology unique to VWs. Hence, the
question is, “How does collaboration in virtual worlds and the role of the facilitator change in
comparison to real-world collaboration?”
Bringing an answer to this question allows organizations to train employees working in distributed
teams to make better decisions, and form amiable virtual world relationships with partners and clients
(Hendaoui et al, 2008). The current study aimed to shed light on this research question and formulate a
starting-point for researching the role of the facilitator in virtual world collaboration. Without a good
understanding of the latter, organizational efforts to do business in such environments may fail and be
perceived as unprofessional and/or a display of incompetence (Moscarini, 2007). Such an understanding
must be established before training facilitators to be effective in VWs. Further, the scope and capacity of
virtual world collaboration is so vast that it would be difficult to have a trained facilitator readily
accessible to most virtual groups. Consequently, it is likely that most virtual collaborations will be
conducted by self-managed groups. With a firm understanding of what effective facilitation looks like in
VWs, researchers can develop technology with embedded facilitation guidance for self-managed groups.
To examine the role of facilitation in VW collaboration, we developed interview questions
concerning perceived collaboration opportunities afforded by VWs and how facilitators can get the most
out of such opportunities. The questions were distributed to subject-matter experts who provided
insights on best and worst VW facilitation practices. A cluster analysis of the responses from the
participants revealed many considerations that must be made when facilitating in a VW. Based on the
results, implications are discussed and future research directions identified.

2.

Background

2.1

Virtual world collaboration

We focus on the use of Second Life in the current study as this is the most popular VW across the
globe. Specifically, Second Life is a 3D virtual environment—referred to as a Multi-User Virtual
Environment (MUVE)—in which one appears as an avatar and interacts with other people who are
represented by their avatars (Bessier et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010). Like most MUVEs Second Life allows
users to customize their avatar, and exhibit just about any real-world behavior, such as making friends,
interacting socially, shopping, vacationing, and doing business. Also, users can create and manipulate
objects/artifacts in their environment ranging from images and tools, to their own island paradise.
MUVEs are expected to greatly enhance user engagement over traditional methods utilized by
distributed groups. The primary driving force behind this assumption is that VWs are more engaging
than traditional online communication (Franceschi et al., 2008; Quinn, 2010; Salen & Zimmerman,
2004). This is particularly salient for collaborative team performance because engagement refers to a
cognitive state in which a person is completely focused on a task (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). When
tasks are inherently engaging one’s performance tends to increase (Bakker et al., 2011), as does their
propensity to experience another beneficial psychological state called flow (Driver et al., 2008). Flow
occurs when one reaches a state of enjoyment, satisfaction, and control resulting from being fully
engaged in an activity (Quinn, 2010). In VWs, flow typically occurs due to a person’s capability to coexist in a realistic space where one can seemingly interact with others and the environment (Bartle,
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2003; Quinn, 2010). Specifically, being able to communicate (verbally and via text chat), exhibit
emotions and body language, and express oneself (via object creation, manipulation, and sharing) makes
for rich interactions.
Although little research has examined the effects of collaborating in different VWs, what has
become a topic of exploration is the difference between collaborating in virtual environments in
comparison to the physical world. Most of the major challenges inherent to VW collaboration have been
identified as pertaining to limitations of the software, such as the absence of face-to-face communication
and problems commonly associated with learning new and complex software. For instance, lack of faceto-face communication prevents group members from observing body language, having conversation
with rich dialogue, and monitoring of participation (Olson & Olson, 2000; Yee et al., 2007). Such
challenges in communication lead to social problems such as confusion, misunderstandings,
interpersonal conflict, violation of group norms, and difficulty building trust between users (Bessier et
al., 2009; Schroeder, 2008; Yee et al., 2007).
Moreover, the technical challenges of VW collaboration further exasperate the complexities of
virtual collaboration. VW software can put a heavy burden on a computer, which in-turn can cause
unanticipated problems, such as operating system delays and shutdowns (Bulkeley, 2007). Such
problems are frustrating for any user; however, technical difficulties cause the most problems for new
users. The advantage of MUVEs is that they are powerful and malleable; however, for novice users, this
is also a disadvantage as it can be difficult and time consuming to learn how to use the technology
(Bulkeley, 2007; Yee et al., 2007). When users struggle to understand how to utilize VW software, both
their performance and satisfaction with the technology dwindles (Bulkeley, 2007). Typically,
discouraged users suffer from diminished self-efficacy—one’s confidence in their ability to successfully
perform a specific task (Bandura, 1986). Such users are likely to believe that they will not become a
competent virtual person, and then justify that they do not need to improve their technical skills because
VWs are just a game and not real work (Bessier et al., 2009).
2.2

Facilitation of collaboration

By definition, ‘to facilitate’ literally means to ‘make easy’ (Townsend & Donovan, 1999). In
collaboration research, facilitation is typically considered to be the process by which “a person—whose
selection is acceptable to all the members of the group, who is substantively neutral, and who has no
substantive decision–making authority—diagnoses and intervenes to help a group improve how it
identifies and solves problems and makes decisions, to increase the group’s effectiveness.” (Schwarz,
2002). A strong body of research indicates that facilitation, compared to other collaboration techniques,
helps teams yield higher quality outcomes, greater decision consensus, more efficient processes, greater
cohesion, and greater participant satisfaction (Anson et al., 1995; George et al., 1992; Hostager et al.,
2003; Miranda & Bostrom, 1999; Wheeler & Valacich, 1996). Furthermore, the tasks, styles, and
characteristics by which facilitators deliver guidance influence team decision making outcomes. For
instance, facilitators suggest which tools to use and when to use them (Dickson et al., 1996; de Vreede et
al., 2002). Such tools can range from simple pen and paper methods to advanced collaboration
technologies with several settings and features.
Facilitation typically occurs as process or content facilitation. With process facilitation a facilitator
acts impartial and only provides indirect contributions to a group’s final solution or outcome by
managing the process of communication and information processing by the group (Anson et al., 1995;
Bessiere et al., 2010; Griffith et al., 1998). Process facilitation aims to ensure fair participation by all
members. Conversely content facilitation occurs when facilitators actively help a group accomplish its
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goal by contributing knowledge, resolving conflicts, and providing a structure to the collaboration
process (Eden, 1990). Importantly, facilitation style matters as facilitators who are more dynamic,
flexible, and adaptable tend to outperform those who are bound by structure to the point where they only
stick to their scripts and do not customize their roles to the needs of the group (Dickson et al., 1996).
Additionally, the costs and benefits of process versus content facilitation depend on the nature of the
collaboration. For example, content facilitation tends to lead to faster solutions that carry greater group
satisfaction, but this can also lead to overconfidence in a group (Miranda & Bostrom, 1999). Overconfident groups overestimate the contributions of the facilitator, fall victim to groupthink, and/or tend to
generate fewer unique ideas and ultimately lower quality solutions because their members tend to trust
that the facilitator helped find the right answer.
Niederman et al. (1996) conducted interviews to determine what characteristics a facilitator should
have to effectively execute their tasks and styles. Respondents indicated that the two key qualities are
good communication skills and ego-less facilitation, followed by understanding the group and its
objectives, flexibility, task focus, and leadership. Interestingly, these characteristics are not always
equally effective across situations. For instance, facilitators displaying transformational leadership are
typically more effective than those displaying transactional leadership, but in VWs, the opposite is true
(Kahai & Avolio, 2008; Sosik et al., 1997). Kahai and Avolio (2008) suggested that charisma and
individualized consideration—two major aspects of transformational leadership—are difficult to convey
in VWs due to a lack of face-to-face communication.
Traditionally, the marriage between facilitators and collaboration technology has been positive and
somewhat straightforward as effective facilitation techniques can be optimized by such tools (Dickson et
al., 1996; George et al., 1992; Limayem et al., 1992). Most commonly, facilitation techniques are paired
with group support systems software (GSS) to maximize the likelihood of high quality and satisfying
collaborative outcomes. Therefore, it is noteworthy that research suggests interpersonal and leadership
dynamics behind team collaboration might be different in VWs than in the real world.
Moreover, a strong body of research on distance education has already explored techniques and
technology that can be leveraged to facilitate online classroom collaboration (see Garrison, Anderson, &
Archer, 2000; Moore & Anderson, 2003). Most distance education research agrees that like facilitated
collaboration, online learning is most effective when teachers guide and facilitate social cognitive
processes inherent to learning. As such, facilitators can gain great insights into leading online
collaboration from the distance education literature. However, traditional collaboration and online
learning are distinct, albeit overlapping, processes. Online learning is a type of collaboration by which
students and teachers interact to reach goals. Yet, online learning is strongly focused on individual-level
outcomes, such as personal learning and grades, whereas traditional collaboration tends to focus on
achieving an outcome that satisfies a group as a whole. Also, facilitators typically serve as process
guides and do not provide subject-matter expertise demonstrated by online teachers. Therefore, we
cannot assume best practices and problems that are persistent in distance education can be paralleled to
traditional VW collaboration. Consequently, a study is necessary to delineate the factors that influence
the effectiveness of traditional means of facilitated collaboration in VWs.
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Regardless of the medium, collaborative problem solving is challenging in any world – real or
electronic. Although facilitation has been studied extensively in the real world, little attention has been
given to the role of the facilitator in VWs. We do know that most challenges of real world collaboration
also occur in VWs because human beings will always face social and cognitive problems when they
interact. Thus, the need to overcome the challenges inherent to group work is here to stay, and the
complexity of these challenges is increasing with the sophistication of technology. As facilitators have
successfully guided groups past such challenges in real world collaboration, organizations will rely on
facilitators to do the same in VWs. Consequently, we must determine how facilitators can systematically
replicate positive collaboration results from the real world in VWs. In doing so, we must understand
both the challenges and best practices that VW facilitators are currently experiencing in the field. As
such, the current study aims to explore important facilitation issues that experts have observed in the
field—3D VW field.
To assess the aforementioned VW facilitation issues, eighteen subject-matter experts (12 males, 6
females) from around the world were recruited to participate in the study. Participants’ countries of
residence included China, France, India, the Netherlands, and the US. Their expertise included many
facets of facilitating technology supported collaboration, such as leadership, HCI, team decision making,
group support systems (GSS), and web-based systems. Participants had experience with VW
collaboration using Second Life, Open Cobalt, Open Sim, Assemblive, World of Warcraft, and/or
Ultima Online. Second Life was the only VW that all participants had experienced prior to the study;
hence, it is the focal VW of the current study. The sample included college professors and practitioners.
Six professors who participated have taught a course using a VW.
An exploratory questionnaire addressing the use of facilitation in VWs was developed based on
critical real world collaboration issues. A literature search of facilitation and collaboration studies
revealed five general issues that need to be investigated in order to understand the role of the facilitator
in VWs (see Appendix A). First, we purport to identify what opportunities for collaboration exist in
VWs. Second, we aim to better understand the differences and similarities of facilitating in a VW in
comparison to the real world. Third, we examine what practices facilitators should implement and avoid
in order to being effective in VWs. Fourth, we consider how effectively facilitation techniques can be
taught in VWs. Fifth, facilitators’ knowledge of how to guide collaboration in VWs can have greater
utility when paired with technology that supports collaborative efforts. Therefore, we investigate the
perceived strengths and weaknesses of using GSS to support VW collaboration.
Questions addressing these five themes were reviewed and revised by three subject-matter experts.
The final questionnaire consisted of five open-ended questions that included sub-questions addressing
specific aspects of the themes (e.g., strengths and weaknesses). An Internet and literature search was
conducted to identify potential participants with practical and research experience in VW collaboration.
The questionnaire was e-mailed to participants who were identified as having knowledge of both
effective facilitation techniques and the use of VWs to conduct collaboration. Initially, a sample of
convenience was targeted, as the researchers contacted participants with the aforementioned expertise.
Participants were asked to provide referrals of other colleagues with similar expertise.
After receiving written responses and permission for further communication from participants,
follow-up interviews were conducted via telephone or Skype when clarifications or further probing of
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responses was necessary. Interviews were conducted separately with each independent participant,
rather than in a group setting. A sample size of 18 participants was deemed sufficient for this
exploratory study as response became saturated with redundant information after collecting data from
the 10th participant.
Responses were de-identified and compiled into a database. A cluster analysis was conducted to
categorize responses under similar general classifications. Category labels were created by paraphrasing
the overarching theme of responses within each category. Responses that did not fit into a category were
retained as independent ideas, but only those independent ideas that provided value beyond the extant
categories are reported in the current study. The results from our qualitative analysis are provided in the
next section.

4.

Results
Q1: “What specific opportunities do VW environments provide for team collaboration?”

Respondents indicated that like most methods of online collaboration, VW collaboration can be
utilized by anyone with internet access. Respondents also reported that, like traditional methods utilized
by distributed teams, such as teleconferencing and e-mail exchange, virtual teams enjoy the cost saving
advantages of communication that does not require expensive travel arrangements. However, VW teams
are unique from traditional distributed teams in that they allow for richer interaction. Respondents
indicated that when VW teams interact, opportunities for increased social awareness arise, because
being together in the same virtual space leads to enhanced perceptions of co-presence with others. For
instance, respondents reported that associating a face with an interpersonal exchange seems to be more
engaging than communicating solely via text or submitting work to a document sharing file. One
respondent reported that during VW collaboration, “a participant can feel like (s)he is really working
side-by-side with team members, as opposed to only contributing independent work to a nominal
group.”
Also, it was suggested that the ability to create and share objects adds a clarification dynamic to
team interactions. Participants can better explain and understand concepts using visual modeling.
Through object creation and manipulation, participants can simulate work processes and co-produce
concepts. Such VW capabilities reduce misunderstandings relative to the use of e-mail or conference
calls, because visual, spoken, and written communications can be used simultaneously to share an idea.
Respondents also mentioned that the opportunity for participating anonymously in VW
collaboration can have its advantages. For example, participants may be more truthful and/or willing to
contribute to group discussion when they do not have to face the evaluation apprehension associated
with being judged by fellow group members. Also, anonymous idea contributions can improve group
decision making by forcing team members to focus on the merits of ideas rather than who contributed
them. Similarly, respondents suggested that being able to control the appearance of avatars may make
participants more comfortable when interacting with a group because they can manipulate how they are
seen. If group members believe that their personal appearances are unattractive, they may create an
avatar in the image which they wish to be perceived. Thus, group members may become confident
enough to participate in decision making when they do not fear others judging their demeanor or their
physical appearance.
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Q2: How does the role of the facilitator change when interacting in a VW, and how does it
remain the same?
The role of the facilitator takes on new challenges in VW collaboration. First, VW collaboration is
not truly face-to-face; rather, collaborators appear as avatars. Therefore, facilitators cannot read the body
language of participants. This makes it more difficult to determine when a participant lacks
understanding, is upset, or is not participating. Moreover, charisma is enacted differently in VWs than
the real world. While real world facilitators can easily make gestures, expressions, and align voice
inflections with body movements, a VW facilitator needs exceptional avatar management skills to be
charismatic because they can only display non-verbal communication through manipulation of one’s
avatar. Lacking such skills could compromise a facilitator’s credibility when working with experienced
VW users.
A second challenge that facilitators face in VWs is that interpersonal interactions between
participants can be more hostile. Respondents reported that miscommunications are common in VWs,
and that people can be mean when they know that they will never have to confront a team member in
person. Interestingly, congruent with previous studies, participants indicated (Lee & Hoadley, 2006).
VW collaborators may face discrimination based on the physical characteristics of their avatars. Thus,
real world social problems also appear in VWs, be it manifested differently. Respondents indicated that
VW facilitators must be aware of these manifestations and take steps to prevent and alleviate such
problems.
Specifically, respondents suggested that facilitators have to manage these challenges by providing
clear instructions to the group and ensuring that the group understands the collaboration process. That is,
with all of the distractions that can perspire in VWs, it is critical that facilitators clearly define the steps
and outcomes of the collaboration process as well as the explicit roles of group members. Additionally,
facilitators are responsible for asking participants if they need clarifications on the instructions or their
roles, especially because facilitators cannot observe facial expressions or contextual reactions of
collaborators.
Respondents were reluctant to make conjectures regarding what remains the same when
facilitating collaboration in the real versus a virtual world. In fact, the majority of respondents did not
answer the question or simply indicated that they did not know. Based on interviewer perceptions from
the person-to-person interviews, it seemed that participants were hesitant to make conjectures about
what remains the same between environments because the participants understood that everything done
in a VW is somewhat different from real world interactions due to a change in context at the very least.
Some participants hypothesized that the problem solving process will remain the same. That is, they
expected that sequences of collaborative activities that are effective in the real world to be just as
effective in VWs. Additionally, respondents stated that VW facilitators will still have to deal with the
same real world interpersonal conflicts and other problems associated with managing human
interactions. They cited several of the aforementioned interpersonal conflicts such as more hostile
confrontations and discrimination based on avatar appearance. A few new interpersonal problems that
occur in both worlds were identified including social loafing, not considering others’ points of view, and
poor communication skills.
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Q3: What would you consider the best and worst practices that a facilitator could use in VW
collaboration?
In regard to best VW facilitation practices, respondents indicated that facilitators should first
ensure that participants are proficient with the software being used and provide training resources for
enhancing technical skills. Once a collaboration session begins, facilitators should evaluate whether each
group member is in attendance and prepared to interact. Requiring members to introduce themselves
both gets members acquainted and ensures that they are ready to participate. Additionally, many respondents indicated that it is imperative to set ground rules for communication before starting a collaborative
session. Members should focus on being respectful when interacting with their team, keeping ideas
focused on achieving the collective goal of the group, and following guidelines set forth by the
facilitator.
Once participants are prepared to collaborate, a facilitator must ensure that communication is clear
and efforts are focused toward the team’s goal. One important method for keeping collaboration on track
is to ask probing questions when necessary. Such questions might entail asking someone to re-phrase his
idea. Facilitators can also ensure that members are paying attention by asking individuals specific
questions, e.g. “Sam, what do you think about this?”
Additionally, a VW collaboration process is likely to be new and uncomfortable for participants
new to VWs. Consequently, it is important for facilitators to put collaborators at ease. On a basic level,
this may involve providing encouragement to them and being approachable for questions. As
emphasized in the distance education literature, participants emphasized that creating a professional
environment and providing participants with examples of successful VW collaboration projects may also
make them more comfortable (Moore, 2003). Further, one respondent mentioned evidence from studies
on the importance of having collaborators interact and get to know each other before beginning a
session. Activities such as flying together or learning how to do a fun activity together builds group
cohesion and improves outcomes more so than traditional “icebreakers” focused on learning the
collaboration technology. Finally, at times participants may be insecure about interacting with other
members, in which case it is important to emphasize that ideas can be shared anonymously.
Respondents also identified what they considered to be the most detrimental or worst practices
when guiding VW collaboration. Respondents suggested that a facilitator could inhibit collaboration by
creating an avatar with distracting physical characteristics. Creating a distracting avatar could provide
some entertainment and momentarily increase team members’ engagement, but in the long run it
detracts attention from the problem at hand. A distracting avatar can make a facilitator appear less
credible or serious and may even be offensive to some team members.
Another mistake is failing to provide software competence training or more commonly,
providing it during the session, rather than before the session. Training during the session was reported
to be less effective because collaborators cannot learn at their own pace, and can become overwhelmed
by the thought that the session will be a waste if they do not learn the software quickly. Further, already
proficient participants may become frustrated and distracted while waiting for novices to learn how to
operate the tools. This frustration may lead to a bias against VW novices. Similarly, failing to arrange
technical support may result in agitating users if a technical problem arises. More importantly, if a
technical problem ends the session, time is lost, and team members may lose faith in the effectiveness of
future sessions.
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Once the session starts, a facilitator should not assume that everyone has the same proficiency in
using the tools or understands what they are told to do. Instead, facilitators must be sensitive to
individual differences, such as generational differences, eagerness to participate, dominance, and
tendencies to not follow instructions or get side tracked. Some people may not be as comfortable using a
computer or VWs as others, and people may have varying understandings of VW terminology.
Respondents emphasized that VW facilitators must be perceptive of cues indicating that participants are
uncomfortable or upset. For instance, novice users are less likely to have good avatar management skills,
which can be reflected by their avatar facing the wrong way, a lack of non-verbal body movement or
expressions from avatars, and a long response delay when asked a question. In all, the respondents
suggested that in VWs, the facilitator must not take a passive role. Instead, the facilitator should focus
more on encouraging novices to contribute to discussions, and instruct them how to do so.
Q4: Could VWs be useful for training future facilitators? What might be different from
traditional training?
Respondents agreed that VWs are useful for training future facilitators. They described many ways
in which VW training would be different from real world training. For instance, one respondent
commented that “It is easier to get more practice in VWs because participants are more easily
accessible than in the physical world.” They also reflected on considerations to be made and challenges
to be addressed in VW training. Most agreed that distance learning may be more difficult because a lack
of face-to-face communication leads to the aforementioned social challenges of working in a VW.
Specifically, respondents were concerned that “it is harder to check understanding and ensure that the
right information is communicated and learned.” Also, there is less accountability in VWs because
instructors cannot be certain who is manipulating an avatar. All of the aforementioned concerns have
been well documented in the distance education literature and many techniques for mitigating these
problems have been established. Thus, it is the responsibility of individuals training facilitators to
familiarize themselves with the distance education literature before attempting to lead online trainings
(see Moore, 2003, Handbook of Distance Education). Furthermore, regardless of these benefits and
challenges, VW learners will need more technical skills than real world learners, such as preparation,
installation, and execution of VW software.
Q5: What are the greatest strengths and weaknesses of GSS based facilitation in virtual
environments?
Respondents indicated that utilizing group support systems (GSS) in VWs is advantageous
because it is an easy to use, useful, and well established tool. When using GSS in VWs, team members
do not have to install it on their computer; rather, the GSS appears on a virtual computer accessed by an
avatar. Respondents also indicated that GSS and VWs are a good match because the advantages of both
can be combined. For instance, using GSS provides a more comprehensive and accurate transfer of
information in VWs than in the real world because all VW text conversations can be recorded. Also,
screen shots and video recording can easily be taken of the collaboration process. Another important
advantage of using GSS in VWs is that participants, not just their responses, can be truly anonymous. In
the real world, idea contributions can be anonymous, but team member are still in proximity of one
another. In VWs, team members may not know who is participating in a collaboration session, and
open-discussions can be kept anonymous to the extent that team members only know what an avatar is
saying. This anonymity may be particularly comforting to people who have a disability, fear
discrimination based on physical appearance, or are participating in a session with someone they do not
want to openly disagree with. At the same time, anonymity in VWs, regardless of its use in GSS, can be
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troublesome as it eliminates one’s ability to consider the credibility of a person, as well as the
opportunity for individuals to connect after collaborating and continue their discussion.
There are also reasons why using GSS in VWs may not be the best method for team decision
making. Notably, some respondents suggested that VW use of GSS is “overkill” as they believe that it
would be better to remotely plug into a traditional GSS. Others indicated that use of GSS via video
conferencing would be better than having avatars perform GSS activities. Respondents were also
concerned about data security. Due to the infancy of this technology, it is unclear how secure data is
during sessions. Also, teams working with sensitive information are likely to fear putting confidential
information online. Combining two technologies, GSS and VWs, also adds to the complexity of
diagnosing technical and user problems encountered during a session. Finally, the complexity of the
combined technologies may perpetuate the stigma that VWs are a place for geeks and social outcasts.
Thus, business professionals may find it difficult to take the setting seriously.

5.

Discussion

Past research has examined the role of the facilitator in guiding collaborative work practices in real
world settings. However, research on the role of the facilitator in VWs is still in its formative stages.
This exploratory study investigates the role of the facilitator in VW collaboration as these environments
yield new opportunities for facilitated collaboration. They are easier to access for remote group
members located around the world. Also, VWs have important advantages over traditional collaboration
in distributed teams as they support social awareness due to sharing the same virtual space, associating
an avatar with a person, and actively working on a task along with other participants.
Although group interactions occur differently in VWs than in the real world, these interactions can
still be guided by a facilitator. In considering how the role of the facilitator is different in VW
environments, experts from this study identified three primary challenges of facilitated collaborative
problem solving in VWs.
First, interpersonal management is more difficult because non-verbal cues and attention focus
cannot be monitored due to the absence of face-to-face communication. This limitation of VW
collaboration makes it difficult for facilitators to identify participants in need of help. The same
limitation prevents facilitators from determining when group members appear ready to move onto a new
task—as evidenced by participants moving away from their keyboard or cracking jokes. Additionally, it
is difficult to monitor participation and prevent social loafing, or recognize when people are displeased
with the process or a group member. Notably, it is difficult for facilitators to show affection and build
trust with participants who are not in the same physical environment. Facilitators may possibly
overcome these challenges with exceptional avatar management and communication skills.
Second, with the introduction of more technology, more things can go wrong during a session. The
complexity of combining technologies such as GSS with VWs can add to the list of complications
associated with VW collaboration. Technical problems can paralyze a VW effort and discourage groups
from future VW meetings. On a more basic level, when collaboration is conducted in a VW, not only do
participants have to focus great cognitive effort on solving the problem, they also have to focus attention
on avatar and GSS management. Thus, collaboration in VWs inherently causes high cognitive load, and
it is the responsibility of the facilitator to put participants at ease with the system and help them focus
their attention on the steps of the process. Notably, this has been a prevalent issue in distance education
programs that rely on e-learning (Naidu, 2003).
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Third, the appearance of a facilitator’s avatar or avatar manipulation skills may be a source of
discrimination, credibility loss, and/or loss of trust. Real world discrimination is not necessarily a
product of proximity; rather it is based on a negative stereotype that automatically triggers negative
reactions to a person’s (or avatar’s) physical characteristics (Bostrom et al., 1993). Hence, in an effort to
be entertaining, a facilitator may create an unusual or attention grabbing avatar and inadvertently inhibit
the collaboration process. This process loss occurs because when a participant has an adverse perception
of a facilitator’s appearance, (s)he may not respect the facilitator enough to follow instructions, be too
distracted to focus full attention on the problem at hand, or take the collaboration process less seriously.
Similarly, poor avatar management may make a facilitator appear incompetent, and lose credibility.
Respondents warned that if participants perceive facilitators to be incompetent or unprofessional, they
will have difficulty building trust with participants due to limited opportunities for interactions. In the
real world, if a facilitator gets off on the wrong foot with a participant, (s)he has more chances to rebuild
that relationship via more frequent personal conversations and the opportunity to share emotions such as
empathy or gratitude (Driver et al, 2008).
Respondents also identified four important steps facilitators can take to optimize VW
collaboration. First, it is important to provide clear rules of communication and behavior. Being
straightforward about how participants are expected to behave should reduce conflict and encourage
positive problem solving behaviors. Introducing rules upfront puts participants at ease, and allows the
facilitator to more easily manage conflicts by simply referring back to the rules. Second, facilitators
should also ensure awareness of needed computer skills and proficiencies, as well as provide training
resources prior to a session. Participants will not be able to adequately or at least confidently contribute
if they are uncomfortable with the technology. Even experienced users can further hone their abilities
and take full advantage of collaboration tools when facilitators provide technical training resources.
Third, once a session is in progress, facilitators should provide encouragement throughout the session to
put participants at ease with the software and process. Although facilitator involvement in the
collaboration process is generally discouraged, VW facilitators must take a more active role in
encouraging participants to overcome participation apprehension. It is critical that facilitators actively
monitor participation so that they can determine when to assist those in need before they become too lost
or frustrated. Fourth, facilitators must ascertain the technical skills necessary to effectively manipulate
their avatars, utilize VW technology with grace, and trouble shoot technical problems. Such facilitators
will avoid the embarrassment of looking like a rookie during a session or falling victim to technological
malfunctions. They will also put participants at ease because participants will be comforted by the
facilitator’s confidence, ability to answer questions, and smooth operation of collaboration technology.
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Table 1: Primary challenges faced and actions to improve facilitating VW collaboration
Primary Challenges
1. The absence of face-to-face communication and assessment of non-verbal cues.
2. Technology can fail and/or its complexity can be distracting.
3. The appearance of an avatar can damage one’s credibility or lead to discrimination.
Actions to improve VW facilitation
1. Provide clear rules and expectations regarding civil communication and behavior.
2. Ensure awareness of necessary computer skills and provide training resources.
3. Actively encourage and monitor participation more than in real world interactions.
4. Obtain technical skills necessary to fluently manipulate avatars and trouble shoot issues.

6.

Limitations

It is important to consider the limitations of the current study when evaluating or utilizing the
aforementioned results and conclusions. First and foremost, the current study was an exploratory
investigation; we followed a rigorously and scientifically accepted procedure for collecting and
assessing qualitative data, but we must emphasize that the results were based on the personal
experiences and opinions of our experts. That is, the results were not based on quantitative data or
investigations of causal relationships. Additionally, the majority of respondents were only experienced
in one specific VW, Second Life. Some experts we surveyed indicated that they also had experience
facilitating meetings in Open Cobalt, Open Sim, and Assemblive. To date, no research has examined the
differences between interacting in various types of VWs. It is important to acknowledge the context of
respective virtual environments, and be mindful that behavior in one environment may not generalize to
other environments.

7.

Future Research Directions

Based on the results of the current study, we suggest four main research directions. First, it would
be useful to explore the advantages and disadvantages of upcoming virtual environments other than
Second Life. Do the functionality, usability, and popularity of other VWs have differential effects on
collaboration processes and outcomes? For instance, would collaboration in a VW created by an
organization for purposes of internal information sharing be taken more seriously and trusted more than
collaborating on the same project in Second Life?
Also, we must examine what factors moderate the relationship between facilitator behaviors and
effectiveness in virtual environment collaboration. For example, does empirical evidence support the
qualitative finding from the current study suggesting that facilitators with good technical skills are more
charismatic, trustworthy, engaging, and effective?
Similarly, the current exploratory study indicated that the role of the facilitator changes in VWs,
and that facilitators must capitalize on new best practices while avoiding pitfalls unique to a virtual
environment. These assertions must be tested in an empirical study geared toward contrasting the role
and effectiveness of the facilitator in virtual versus physical environments. It is possible that participant
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reactions to and outcomes from facilitated collaboration in VWs were only perceived or expected to
change, and objective measures may indicate that this was not the case. Instead, VW facilitation roles
may be very similar to real world facilitation roles, and new practices may not improve VW
collaboration.
Finally, the current study examined the opinions and perceptions of facilitators and experienced
researchers. We must also assess participants’ perceptions of virtual environment facilitators, as well as
how these facilitators are perceived in relation to physical world facilitators. Tapping into the
perceptions of participants could help identify what individual differences or personal attributes make
facilitators more or less effective. Participants can also indicate if they find that specific facilitator
behaviors increase their engagement in collaborative problem solving. For instance, a facilitator might
think that teaching the virtual mamba to participants as an icebreaker may make him appear more
charismatic and enhance the effectiveness of the group. However, a participant may disagree and
suggest that the facilitator’s mamba routine was a childish distraction.

8.

Conclusion

Our exploratory study found that a sample of collaboration experts have both enjoyed success and
endured unexpected challenges in facilitating VW collaboration. Initial evidence indicates that the role
of the facilitator does in fact differ between virtual worlds and the real world. It seems that the absence
of face-to-face communication and accountability, in particular, creates new social problems that
facilitators will have to overcome during VW collaboration efforts. As such, future interventions aimed
at managing VW challenges will be paramount to the success of VW collaboration.
Participants indicated that some established real-world collaboration practices do seem to
effectively translate to VWs. The design of decision making strategies, such as brainstorming,
convergence, and idea evaluation techniques seem to be just as useful in VWs as in the real-world.
However, participants were reluctant to declare similarities in facilitation across worlds as interpersonal
exchanges in VWs reportedly occur differently enough that participants found human behavior more
difficult to predict. Future studies are needed to quantitatively assess the effectiveness of real-world
facilitation strategies in virtual worlds.
The current study helps to shape a research agenda for determining how facilitation and
collaborative decision making can be optimized in VWs. With increasing globalization and the speed of
technological development—especially in regard to online activities—VWs are likely to become more
user friendly, powerful, and popular in the relatively near future. Therefore, more in-depth and
quantitatively driven studies examining the assertions made by our participants can shape the future on
VW collaboration.
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Appendix A

Study Questionnaire
Background: We are conducting a study on team collaboration in virtual worlds, such as Second
Life. Specifically, we are looking to better understand the role of a facilitator in virtual world
collaboration. We consider a facilitator to be anyone who is running a collaborative meeting,
such that they are guiding the flow of group conversation. For example, anyone who provides
instructions to a group, while using GSS to support a collaborative effort would be considered a
facilitator.

I would like to start our discussion by asking you 9 questions that we need to answer. Please
provide examples as often as possible and feel free to add any relevant comments that may not
directly answer the question.

Q1: “What specific opportunities do VW environments provide for team collaboration?”

Q2: How does the role of the facilitator change when interacting in a VW, and how does it
remain the same?

Q3: What would you consider the best and worst practices that a facilitator could use in VW
collaboration?

Q4: Could VWs be useful for training future facilitators? What might be different from
traditional training?

Q5: What are the greatest strengths and weaknesses of GSS based facilitation in virtual
environments?
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